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Artifacts are the specifications of specific weapons in the Legion that grow in power as you play through expansion. You can customize its appearance as well as what character abilities it improves! This guide provides an overview of the artifacts in the Legion and Wowhead tools. Only the most experienced veterans of Azeroth have the resilience to possess
artifacts of legend against the Burning Legion. Your myth-wrought weapon grows in strength, just like you, and your choices will change your abilities and the way it looks, sounds and feels in battle. Fashion your artifact into the perfect battle tool, and guide your faction at the most desperate hour. This guide has been updated for Patch 8.0, and for more
information on retirement weapons check out this post. Table Content Artful Relics Manufactured PhenomenonDEd Artifact AbilityFact LoreFrequently Asked QuestionsThe Specification Receives a Unique Weapon - 36 Weapons in Total (No. 1 Fishing Artifact Available to All). They are designed for the ultimate weapon for you hero. Each artifact is acquired
by completing a specification-specific quest that emphasizes the unique abilities of your class and shows more about important pieces of knowledge. Your Artifact weapon is your primary weapon in the Legion, there is no other weapon that will match its strength. Artifacts have different styles and color shades that are unlocked through different activities.
You'll be able to rewind your artifact to a different look, but also transmog other weapons to look like your artifact in the Battle of Azeroth.There are 36 total weapons artifacts in the Legion - one for each specification in the game. Here's a quick look at each weapon in the artifact. An ancient legion of axes forged from metal that depletes the vital energies of its
victims. The soul of its original creator is trapped inside and cursed by endless hunger. For over a thousand years, the old and cunning mo'arg has used the axe to butcher the rebellion and consume the vitality of the Legion's enemies. In its long and infamous history, the weapon has made its demonic carrier extraordinarily powerful. Artifact CalculatorWeath:
Mo Damned (2-Handed axe)Relic SlotsBloke X 1Shadow X X 1Iron X 1Fact Ability: ConsumptionArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Powers and FlavourThe Maw Must Feed: After killing an inehelable humanoid or demon, you get a 30-second buff providing a 1% increase in damage. Stacks to 10.3D Model: Created by the Burning Legion to
corrupt the world of Azeroth, the soul-stealing runeblade Frostmourne was destroyed by Ashbringer on top of the Icecrown Citadel. Countless souls were freed from the broken blade, but others were unlucky. Today, frostmourne shards can be recrafted and imbued with even greater force. However, the spirits still trapped inside must first be subdued and
bent in the will of the holder. Artifact CalculatorWeath: Blades Prince, Frosty Sword and Icebringer (Main Hand Sword) Relic SlotsActact Ability: Crystal Swords (Passive)Artifact (Passive)Artifact Questline: YoutubeHidden Abilities and FlavourStanding for some time yet with this artifact equipped will cause a patch of ice to grow underfoot. There are various
Memories of Artas around the Broken Islands. These are ghostly NPCs that can only be seen and interacted with if you own the Fallen Prince Blades. This will give 50 Artifact Power your weapons. Please note that they do not recur. Below are some places where Arthas can be found:3D Model: Vampire demons, known as the gnassim, forged this ancient
sword that brings since the 17,000s violence, plague and death. The apocalypse soon earned a terrible reputation in the hands of the magician Tirisgard, who could not control his destructive energies. Over time, the sword was captured by the evil Dark Riders: the servants of Mediva, corrupted by the Keeper of Tirisfal. They hid the blade in the catacombs
under his house, the Tower Karazhan.Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Apocalypse (2-Handed Sword)Relic SlotsFire X 1Shadow X 1Blood X 1Actiact Ability: ApocalypseAart Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavourApocalyptic Deathblade: Deadly Strike with Runeblade Causes Visual which is below 20% (potentially instantly kill the mechanic)The
corpses of mobs you kill sometimes decompose quickly , with a painful shade and flies around them (visual effect). The credit goes to Reddit user Skoop_ for screenshots3D Model: Demon Hunter artifact weapon is a new class of weapons, Warglaive, which will be exclusive to Demon Hunters.These glaives belong to former demon hunter Varedis Felsoul.
Once a member of Illidari and a sworn enemy of the Burning Legion, he was killed in the Black Temple. After the leader of the Legion, Kil'Jeden, revived him in a twisted way, Varez surrendered to the demon inside him, filing his mortality. In the process, he and his glaives were infused with great power by Kil'jaeden allies. Artifact CalculatorWeapon:
Twinblades Cheater, Verus and Muramas (Home Hand Warglaive - Off Hand Warglaive)Relic SlotsFel X 2Shadow X 1Actactation Ability: Fury IllidariArtifact Acquisition questline: Youtube3D Model: In Past Ages, Dark Titan, Sargeras, offered a mighty aldrachi place to the people of his burning. But aldrachi proved incorruptible: they killed countless demons
before their race was destroyed. Sargeras personally killed his greatest champion and seized his weapon. Much later, the demon hunter willingly became Lieutenant Sargeras Kil's servant. Glad, Kil'jeden gave her military blades so that she could own some of anddrachi's bygone power, and devastate the mortal Azeroth with her. Artifact CalculatorWeapon:
Aldrachi Warblades - Aldrachi Warblades (Home Hand Warglaive - Off Hand Warglaive)Relic SlotsIron X 1Arcane X 1Fel X 1Fact Ability: Soul CarverArtifact Acquisition questline: Model: Druid artifacts have a unique property exclusively for Feral and Guardian specifications, due to the fact that they go into different shapes for combat. Instead of a number of
different weapons, each of these specifications has different shapeshift models that match different unlocked performances. This mystical artifact was created thousands of years ago from the chasing of Eluna and the fang from the wolf of the demigon Goldrinn. Eluna's spit has a long and disturbing history for the Druids: those who are not careful enough can
be easily overwhelmed by the spirit of Goldrinn that fills the spit. Tied to the origin of the vorgen on Azeroth, the spit is said to have an unspeakable lunar power for druids with a balance sufficient to keep in check. Artifact CalculatorWeapons: Kos Eluna (Staff)Relic SlotsActual Ability: New Moon / Half Moon Artificial Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden
Ability and FlavourFeral Spirit: Ancient and Powerful Magic influenced this creature. Only a powerful druid wielding Eluna's scythe can dispel the effect. This debuff is visible on some mobs (e.g. Feral Vorgen in Val'ball). Debunking the effect reportedly gives a small amount of Artifact Power.3D Model: The massive gray panther Ashamane, one of the first wild
gods, was one of many to answer the call of the demigod Kenaria and protect the world of Azeroth during the War of the Ancients. She fell in battle against the Legion, but saved countless lives in the process. In her honor was built a great shrine in Val'char, and her fangs were decorated and exhibited there. They are said to still carry most of their power.
Artifact CalculatorWeapons: Ashamane Fangs and Ashamane Fangs Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Abilities andHunter's Rush: Fangs Ashamane Lasts 30 Seconds; Stacks, but maximum stacks unknown.3D Model: Forged from titansteel by the titanic observer Keeper Freya, these claws were her gift to the great bear Ursok, one of the Wild Gods. He
possessed claws in countless battles before his death during the War of the Ancients. Although his body disappeared, the claws remained, and legends say that a fragment of his spirit lingered in them. After fighting the claws of Ursok's followers, a group of Druids took the claws to the Emerald Dream, sought out Ursok's spirit, and returned the claws to his
possession. Artifact CalculatorWeaslece: Ursok Claws and Ursok Claws (Home Hand Fist Weapons - Off Hand Fist Weapon) Relic SlotsFire X 1Blood X 1Life X 1Actactation Ability: Fury SleeperArtifact Acquisition questline: Youtube3D Model: This is one branch taken from G'Hanir, the first tree that was gifted by his connection to the mystical influence on
the world of Azeroth. Lately, the Druids have used this personnel to contain the corruption and madness of the Nightmare. As a result, the satire in Nightmare is desperate to see G'Hanir destroyed. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: G'Hanir, Mother's Tree (Personal) Relic SlotsActact Ability: Essence G'HanirArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and
FlavourDruidic Touch: Casting a useful spell has a chance to germinate a patch of flowers in the target's location that heals nearby targets every 2 sec. Standing still for some time with this artifact equipped will cause the plants to grow underfoot. Applebough is a fruit supplier in Dalaran outside the Silver Enclave. Passing by with G'Hanir, Mother Tree
equipped, Applebough will toss you laden Apple!3D Model: an incomparable example of techno-magical engineering, Titanstrike was designed by Keeper Mimiron, a titanic observer and brilliant inventor. Reliably located in the heart of the rifle, the relic known as Thunderspark powers the Titanstrike, using the essence of the storm and concentrating it in
concentrated bursts of energy. The power source of the rifle can also be credited to Mimiron, who designed it for his comrade, Keeper Torim, in past centuries. The weapon of the Beast's Mastery artifact has a unique property. Hachi, wolf, Caused by Bond's Ability Artifact Hati, changes the look based on the type of weapon of your Artifact.Artifact
CalculatorWeapon: Titanstrike (Gun)Relic SlotsStorm X 1Arcane X 1Iron X 1Actact Ability: Bond Hati (Passive) Artifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and Taste Yet Not Particularly Hidden, Taste for This Artifact Weapon is what the Hunter gets an extra pet that you use! At level 110, the New Invention quest becomes available at Trueshot
Lodge, which rewards the item Essence Swapper. This item will change The Look of Hati to fit your other pet!3D Model: The proud relic of the Windrunner family, Thas'dorah was carved from the branch of the eversong Woods mother tree shortly after the elven kingdom of Kel'Thalas was founded. Transferred to the eldest of each generation, the bow was
last owned by high elf Ranger captain Alleria Windrunner. He disappeared with his owner after the destruction of the orc's native world, Draenor, and the subsequent formation of Outland.Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Thas'dorah, Legacy Windrunners (Bow) Relic Slots X 1Blood X 1Life X 1Actufact Ability: WindburstArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden
Ability and FlavourWindRunning: Thas'dorah creates an aura of fast-moving wind around its owner, gradually increasing the speed of movement : Haimauren Tauren created this spear that preceded the first demonic invasion in Azeroth more than a decade ago. Talonclaw owners fought many animal-keeper spirits, also known as the Ancient Ones, protect
the world of Azeroth and its wildlife in particular. For millennia, these Ancients have bestowed weapons on their blessings, filling them with part of their power. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Talonclaw (Polearm)Relic SlotsStorm X 1Iron X 1Blood X 1Fact Ability: Fury EagleArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavourCall to Eagles: When
you're below 40% health, a massive eagle (Great Eagle) comes to your aid within 10 seconds. This can only happen once every 3 minutes. When you are dead, your spirit takes the form of an eagle and can fly (on the Broken Islands). In Thunder Totem, Highmountain guards will greet you with respect as the owner of The Talonclaw.3D Model: Aluneth has
been most noticeably wielded for a while by Aegwynn, the only female Keeper of Tirisfal, although the stories show that it is much older than she is. It is said that she found the culprit about a century after taking over the guardian's mantle, and wielded Aluni in many battles against the Burning Legion. A few years before she relinquished the title, she fired the
staff, but no one knows where she could keep it. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Aluneth (Personal) Relic SlotsActact Ability: Mark AlunethArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavourOvercharge: Aluneth recently absorbed power from a nearby source of magical energy. Damage to the arkan increased by 2% on the Broken Islands. This buff
lasts 30 minutes. One of the confirmed sources of magical energy is the various lunar wells in Val'ball, which lead to a visual effect and give buff. Another is a different Highborne roaster in Azsuna.Credit's Mastrcapn on Reddit for a screenshotAlnet whispers various phrases (sometimes in very snarky fashion!), when certain conditions are met. For example,
one of the whispers for the spell of Aluneth OOM Whispers (Voice) (called when low on mana) is that's all you have? Note that there are a number of different whispers that can occur with each condition, not just one. Interesting aside is that Skull Man'ari (Demonology Sorcerer's Artifact) and Xal'atath, Blade of the Black Empire (The Shadow Priest Artifact)
have a similar slate and will talk to its users. Other examples of aluneth phrases include: You're pretty tactician, aren't you? - caused by the use of certain abilities, including Spellsteal, Ice Block and Frost Nova. We all have our own little secrets, - provoked death. A full list of whisper spells here by Entering DalaranDraining power from the magical source and
the launch of The Overcharge3D Model: Flamestrike in his native language, Felo'melorn has been carried into battle by members of the Sunstrider family as they proved their prowess in the war of the ancients, during the troll war, and against the death knight Artas Menetil. After it was destroyed, Prince Kael'thas Sunstrider reforged to be even stronger and
used it against the Lich King, the Lich King, a few punches with Frostmourne's demonic runeblade. Eventually Kael'thas was forced to retreat, and the sword was lost in the cold waste of Northrend.Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Felo'melorn - Heart of Phoenix (Home Hand Sword ) Relic SlotsFire X 2Arcane X 1Artif Act Ability: Phoenix FlamesArtifact Acquisition
questline: YoutubeHidden Abilities Various NPC admire the skill of your weapon and ask to explore it - they give you 50 Artifact Power for privilege!3D Model: This greatstaff was wielded by Aloddi, first Tirisfal Keeper. He carried staff in many battles against the Legion's forces over the century in which he served as Guardian and then resigned from the role
of Guardian, but he retained staff until his death day. After his death, Kirin Thor safely kept the staff, fearing what might happen if the smaller magician worked on his power without being able to fully control it. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Ebonkhill (Personal) Relic SlotsFrost X 2Arcane X 1Fact Ability: EbonboltArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden
Ability and Taste of Wisdom Council: Memories of the Guardians of Tirisfal have helped you understand the hidden powers of Ebonkhill. Experience and reputation benefits have increased by 5% in Broken Isles.You first get this positive effect as part of the Ebonkhill Memories quest, obtained from Old Fillmaff shortly after receiving Ebonchill (via artifact
questline). This is you looking for the memory of the Council of Tirisfal, which provides the Wisdom Council with a positive effect as soon as you find and talk to him or her. These are ghostly figures that are in Dalaran, and may include: Fidge Frostflash - Bottom of the stairs leading to Krasus Landing (Map) Eva Fredrikson - To the left of the shore of Dalaran -
North Shore (Map) Fiora Ar'nareth - In the purple citadel, Up stairs to the second floor (Map) Eldragosa - On top of the glass dome in which the herbalists are in TheBlinks - In the Photonic playground store, on the second floor balcony (Map)Vyrin Ethrezil - In the corner of Legerdemain Lounge (Map) Seanus Copeland - At the Fountain of Dalaran outside
glorious goods (Map) memories of Ebonchill completed, you can look for the memory of the Tirisfal Council every day the NPC you are looking for will be random every day (among the above), so this may require some searching. These NPCs will be shown marked on your mini-map, so you can search in each of the above places using markers to guide
you.3D Model: Once upon a time, as the titanic keeper Freya intended to fill the world with life, she delivered one of the first seeds in Pandaria. From it grew Fu zahn, the first, and all the forests of Pandaria descended from him. Before settling in the rest of Azeroth, Freya fashioned a cane for her from one of the branches of Fu zina. Freya eventually handed
over her staff to the Jade Snake, Yu'lon, who later gave it to a uniquely clever hosen. The King of the Apes, as he was called, hung his most valuable items from the poses he carries with him to this day. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Fu zahn, Satellite Wanderer (Personal)Relic SlotsLife X 1Storm X 1Iron X 1Actactat Ability: Explosion KegArtifact Acquisition
questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and TasteFul Artifact Spell - Wanderer's Special: Drink Deep From Fu ea Special Brew, Providing you with the power of flaming breathing, resilience or elusiveness.3D Model: During the reign of the last emperor of the pandaren, there was a prophecy that the ruthless Legion would invade the world of Azeroth and leave him
destroyed. To save his people, Emperor Shaohao began a series of trials, taking with him the ancient staff of Sheilun. He then used his newfound wisdom to become part of the earth. He turned Pandaria into a separate continent and dipped it with mist to protect her. His staff pounded the ground where he lay until the monks of Tian Monastery found him and
took him to the terrace of the Infinite Spring for storage. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Sheilun, Staff Mist (Staff)Relic SlotsFrost X 1Life X 1Storm X 1Actact Ability: Sheilun's GiftArtifact Acquisition questline: Youtube3D Model: Thousands of years ago, the famous blacksmith Tol'vir Irmaat created a pair of gorgeous hand skates. Dissatisfied with his work, Irmaat
tried to capture the essence of Al-Akir Windlord to blend into his blades. Al-Aqir was not surprised. To spite the blacksmith, Al-Aqir poured an untold amount of raw elementary fury into the handways. When Irmaat tried to unleash its power, a large whirlwind arose, engulfed his city and scattered weapons in the wind. Artifact CalculatorWeapons: Fists of
Heaven, Al'burq and Alra'ed (Home Hand Fist Weapons - Off Hand Fist Weapons)Relic SlotsActact Ability: Strike WindlordArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Abilities and FlavourIf Fists of Heaven equipped when standing still for some time and when falling, electricity will pulsate around your character. Lightning Blast: A gust of wind from your
landing hits nearby enemies and knocks them back. It takes a little more height than the usual leap to cause this effect; If you use the vortex Dragon Punch on top of the jump, you will get enough height to initiate it.3D model: As one of the titanic observers, Keeper Tyr has worn this weapon in countless battles against the enemies of the Titans. When one of
his fellow keepers, Loken, fell into corruption, Tyre and his allies stole Norgannon's drives to investigate the extent of Loken's betrayal. After discovering the theft, Loken sent the gruesome monsters after Tyre's group, but Tyre sacrificed his life to fight the creatures while his comrades escaped with the discs. His hammer was lost with him somewhere
underground now named his honor: Tirisfal.NOTE: There is a libram (large (big that was originally implemented as an out-of-hand, but now that the Silver Hand is a 2-Handed rather than a 1-handed weapon, the libram appears as a cosmetic element that hangs on the belt when the artifact is equipped. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Silver Hand (2-Handed
Mace)Relic SlotsHoly X 2Life X 1Actact Abilities: Releasing Tyre, Silver Hand (Passive) Artifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Abilities and FlavourMight Silver Hand: Light Gives You the Opportunity, Increasing Your UndeadIng Damage by 100%. Lasts 30 seconds, the trigger unknown.3D Model: Titanic observers Dash and Archeada created this
shield when their comrade, Loken, fell into corruption. They gave Truthguard to the vrykul champion, who used it to expose Loken's betrayal. When Tyre and his allies later stole Norgannon's discs and fled, the champion remained and held many of Loken's servants. Desperate Loken sent terrible monsters after Tyre, who fell in battle. Over time, the
defending champion migrated to Stormheim on the Broken Islands, where the shield was eventually buried on the Path of the Kings. Also notable is the Demonology Sorcerer, which has a handwritten item like his Artifact.Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Truthguard - Oathseeker (Shield and Main Sword Hands)Relic SlotsHoly X 1Iron X 1Arcane X 1Artifact Ability:
Eye TyrArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability Channel (2 sec cast). This ability can be used to identify disguised demons all over the Broken Islands! Truthguard will glow and you will get an extra action button when the demon in disguise is nearby. Some demons that can be found in Dalaran include Armond Taco and Lord Adder (disguised as
human and elf blood respectively). These NPCs are rare elites that periodically generate and scale health. They can discard elements that enhance Artifact Power, just like any other Rare.Demon Hunters can also reveal these demons with spectral vision.3D Model:King Magnetic Beard forged Ashbringer from a piece of crystal cleared by the owners of the
Holy Light. This gave the sword strange Light-bearing powers. He was named for his ability to kill the undead, leaving nothing but ashes in his path. Ashbringer went through several hands, serving light and shadow, before he came to the legendary paladin Tyrion Fordring, who used it to destroy the Lich King's runeblaid, Frostmorne, at the top of the Ice
Crown Citadel. Tyrion has since carried Ashbringer with him. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Ashbringer (2-Handed Sword)Relic SlotsActact Ability: Awakening AshesArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavourAshbringer: Ashbringer: Ashbringer has the chance to instantly destroy any smaller demon or undead creatures. This ability has a
10% chance on automatic attacks against non-elite non-player controlled demons and undead, which are 50% qlt;50% The effect will instantly kill the crowd in question, and turn his corpse into a bunch of ash.3D Model: Obsessed with the cleansing of the undead from the world of Azeroth, the fanatical Scarlet Crusade tried to create a second Ashbringer in
the form of staff. However, a dreadlock intervened, penetrating the order, interrupting their efforts and provoking a powerful magic explosion. The damaged capacity of the personnel was almost uncontrollable. After several owners tried and failed to safely use the staff, elite magician Kirin Thor hid it so as not to unleash further deadly disasters. Artifact
CalculatorWeapon: Anger of Light (Personal) Relic SlotsRection: Anger of Light Adapt: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavourOverloaded with Light: Anger light gets hot. The wrath of your next Light will cause great damage. Buff your next anger light to do 500% damage. This buff can presumably be saved indefinitely for use.3D Model: As creatures of the Holy
Light, a benevolent naaru saved draenei from their home world after most of his men were transformed into demonic recruits for the Burning Legion. The demons almost overwhelmed the escaped drill, but Naaru protected the refugees with this beacon of crystal. Tuur directs the essence of Light into the healing of the shining, the restoration of terrible
wounds, and the return of people from the brink of death. Eventually the crystal was lost to the Legion's forces on the captured world. He hasn't been seen since. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: T'uure, Lighthouse Naaru (Personal)Relic SlotsActact Ability: Calling Naaru (Passive)Artifact Acquisition questline: Youtube3D Model: This terrible dagger was made from
the claw of the old God eons ago, and dark priests used it for ritual sacrifices in the midst of the Black Empire. After the fall of the Ancient Gods, Xal'ata was hidden by cults. It has resurfaced from time to time throughout history, inevitably associated with some horrible ritual or disaster. The blade has its own own: it uses the powerful energies of the Void and
the magic of the mind to warp everything around it for some nefarious purpose. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Xal'atath, Blade of the Black Empire - Secrets of the Void (Main Hand of the Dagger) Relic SlotsActact Ability: Void TorrentArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavourXal'atath, Blade of the Black Empire is reasonable, and whispers
you with text as well. The phrases he whispers range from snarky and arrogant to sinister and menacing. Note that Skull Man'ari (Demonology Sorcerer Artifact) and Aluneth (Arcane Magician Artifact) have similar and will talk to their users. Click here to get a list of whispers that can be heard. (Be warned - it's a long compiled list!) After being stunned:
Xal'atath whispers: Enjoy it? Xal'atath whispers: after killing something: Xal'atath whispers: You felt cease to exist? Xal'atath whispers: Every little death is a short- Whispers: Boring.In Purple Hold:Xal'atath Whispers: How Far The Manashtorms Have Fallen! Relying on raw machines and weak secret witchcraft did them no favours. However, they had their
use. (Meeting with the Millennial Manashtorm) Xal'atath whispers: For this idiotic pustule N'zoth lived so long ... it does little to disprove my opinion of the new owners of this world. (Meeting with Mindflayer Kaahrj) In Neltharion's lair: Ksal'atat whispers: though he is not one of our servants, he heard our whisper. They darkened it forever. (Meeting with Ulareg
Craigshaper) Xal'atath whispers: a stone beast that ignorantly throws around the power it barely controls. It needs to be put in place before it destroys our plans. (Meet Dargrul) In Black Rook Hold:Xal'atath whispers: So much rage in this soul! It's going to be a good harvest. (Meeting with Illisanne Ravencrest) Xal'atath whispers: Another tortured soul, long
overdue for oblivion. I'm more interested in his advisor though... (Meeting with Lord Kur'talos Ravencrest and Latosius) Meeting with Nistendra (Emerald Nightmare): Ksal'atat whispers: the defaced corpse of a dragon... How dangerous can it be? Meeting with Archdruid Glaidalis (Darkheart Thicket): Xal'atath whispers: Another mindwarped servant of Havis.
Druid should have better control over his own mind, right? Meeting with Lady Hatekoil (The Eye of Azshara): Ksal'atat whispers: Perhaps N'Soth may be responsible for her form, but her arrogance is all her own. Meeting with The King God of Skovald (Halls of Valor): Ksal'atat whispers: Skovald seeks to join the ranks of destroyers, unaware that so many who
dare are betrayed. Meeting with Tiraton Salteril (Guardian Sanctuary): Ksal'atat whispers: Another fool who believed in Illidan's lies about sacrifice and righteousness. Exhausted, it includes everyone. In Highmountain:Xal'atath whispers: the lair of the fallen Aspect beside. He was the strongest of them, and yet the easiest for us to corrupt. Xal'atath whispers:
the tauren here are surprisingly resistant to corruption, given their origins. In Val'sharah:Xal'atath whispers: To see the nightmare Yogg-Saron in full color fills me with jealousy ... and some pride. Xal'atath whispers: Here you will see why the invasion of the Legion is ultimately useless. Everyone can be spoiled, dreams and demons alike. In Azsuna:Xal'atath
whispers: Dragons are weak here. You would be good to use this fact. Xal'atath whispers: Legion burrows deep here. If they burrow deeper, they can't like what they find. Xal'atath whispers: Disaster abounds here. The ruins of the elves, filled with irrefutable souls, are ripe for harvest. In Stormheim:Xal'atath whispers: Don't impress the tall titans that stand
here. The towers of sacrifice in Nialotha dwarf these pathetic temples. In Suramar:Xal'atath whispers: This city of elves pales in comparison to the sleeping city... (Near Suramar) Xal'atath whispers: Suramar, his noble citizens greedily their world is very very very In the Temple of Netherlight (Priest Order Hall): Xal'atath whispers: The walls between the
kingdoms are thin here, so easy to break open. Do you know what would happen if the true shadow and light met here? Xal'atath whispers: I know naaru consider us horrors to resist. We do not share this view. They are just beloved brothers who have lost the true way. They will return to their masters... in time. Xal'atath whispers: Do they talk about eternal
conflict? That the whole history of your world is only a small part of the time that has passed? (Near Saa'ra) Xal'atath whispers: The study of the Void here is commendable, but ultimately useless. How could you understand what the Titans didn't? (In the Sanctuary of the Void) Another: Xal'atath whispers: God Deep writhes in his prison, break free all so
slowly. You have to hurry up and defeat the fallen titanium... There are more battles yet to be fought. Xal'atath whispers: Fallen elves cower behind their wall. They don't know any other way... 3D model: the sorcerer Gul'dan had these daggers made for his personal killer, Garona. It is said that the blades drink blood and inflict untraceable poison, leaving little
sign of their grim work: ideal tools for the killer. She used them to commit countless atrocities under Gul'dan's control, including the assassination of King Stormwind Liein, with whom she befriended her. Afterwards, in anguish, she asked a trusted ally, Meryl Winterstorm, to help her hide the blades in the hope that they would never have to use again. Artifact
CalculatorWeapons: Kingslayers, Tosca and Sadness (Main Hand Dagger) Relic SlotsShadow X 1Iron X 1Blood X 1ActactactAbility: KingsbaneArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and Flavour3D Model: Shortly after Cataclysm, Admiral Eliza Goreblade discovered the pair ornately Although the origins of the blades are unclear, their strength
was not as Eliza quickly made her name known to plunder countless ships across the Great Sea, no one able to better her in battle. Rumors are spreading among pirates and sailors about Dreadblades, the most common of them all agree that they are cursed and that if they ever stop feeding new victims, they will demand their owner not. Artifact
CalculatorWeapons: Dreadblades, Destiny and Fortune (Main Hand Sword ) Relic SlotsBloor X 1Iron X 1Storm X 1ActuffIts: Curse of DreadbladesArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavourTaste Blood: Fate and Fortune Fed on Human Blood Lasts 30 seconds. Stacks, but maximum stacks are unknown. Ol' Toomba in Legerdemain
Lounge, Dalaran reacts to the player with Dreadblades, and comments on the curse of these weapons.3D Model: Goremaw eater, Sargeras' personal dog, claimed countless lives before he was eventually ambushed and to another world a long time ago. After the death of the hounds, Mefistroph created his fangs, created in two powerful daggers that still
carried with them some of the powerful withering essence that made Goremo's bites so deadly. These daggers were handed over to Akaari, one of Sargeras' deadliest assassins, who still owns them. Artifact CalculatorWeas: Fangs Eater, Gorefang and Akaari Will (Main Hand Dagger and Off Hand Dagger)Relic SlotsResponsible Ability: Goremaw's
BiteArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavorPossible Artifact Spell - Fading Bite: Your Attacks Apply Wither bite, Bite Case Bites That Cause Shadow Techniques Deal Triple Damage.3D Model: Aman'Thul Highfather, leader of the titan of the Pantheon, has entrusted his greatest servant, Highkeeper Ra, with this artifact that can guide
the fury of the storm. Ra used it to bestow the life of a titan of the wrought-iron mogu race, and he possessed it in the battle against the Black Empire for years after counting. Later lost Ra, the weapon was eventually recovered by the August Heavenly Xiwen, who saw his immense and dangerous power, and decided to protect him until someone worthy could
not take up arms in a righteous cause again. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Fist Ra-den - Ward High Keeper (Main Fist Weapon Hand - Shield) Relic SlotsActact Ability: StormkeeperArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Abilities and FlavourAir Elementarys in Stormheim have become friendly to Elementary Shaman with fist Ra-den. There are certain
elements scattered throughout the Broken Islands, which are meetings only for shamans. If you help these elementals in some way, they give Artifact Power to your equipped Artifact Weapon.Raging EarthThese vignettes appear as restless totems of the Earth on earth, and when pressed will spawn a raging Earth, The Rare Elementary. Defeating it (and
releasing it) provides 50 Artifact Power for your equipped Artifact Weapon.Locations that have been spotted: in Azsuna's Azsuna in Highmountain in Highmountain in Stormheim in Val'sharahTroubled Air SpiritThese vignettes appear as friendly Troubled Air Spirit. When you talk to him, the number of whirlwinds will appear in a circle. Periodically, these
vortexes migrate directly through the center of the circle, and you have to dodge them. You will know if you have failed, if Air Elemental turns hostile and attacks you. You can just wait a few minutes for to respawn so you can try again, Completion call provides 50 Artifact Power for your equipped Artifact Weapon.Locations that have been spotted: in Azsuna
in Haimountin in Stormheim in Val'sharahHydrannonHydrannon Is NPC in Stormheim's (Gidrannon Straits, northeast of Tideskorn Harbor), begins a mini-game in which you must be given 50 Artifact Power. 3D model: forged in lava on the Draenor's native world, this massive hammer is closely related to the elements, and its true power is awakened only in
the hands of those who can speak with the elements in the naich. Dumhammer was for a long time the gunman of Orgrim Doomhammer, one of the great warriors of the Horde, and will now conquer Thrall, one of the most powerful shamans ever known to Azero. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Doomhammer - Fury Stonemother (Main Hand Mace - Off Hand
Mace) Relic SlotsFire X 1Iron X 1Storm X 1Actactact: Doom WindsArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Abilities - Taste There are certain elements scattered throughout the Broken Islands that are Shaman-only encounters. If you help these elements in any way, they give Artifact Power to your equipped Artifact Weapon.Troubled Air SpiritThese
vignettes look like friendly Troubled Air Spirit. When you talk to him, the number of whirlwinds will appear in a circle. Periodically, these vortexes migrate directly through the center of the circle, and you have to dodge them. You will know if you have failed, if Air Elemental turns hostile and attacks you. You can just wait a few minutes for it to respawn so you
can try again, completing the call provides 50 Artifact Power for your equipped Artifact Weapon.Locations, which have been seen: in Azsuna in Haimountanein in Stormheim in Val'sharahHydrannonHydrannon is the NPC in Stormheim (The Straits of Hydrannon, northeast of Tideskorn Harbour), begins a mini-game in which you must At the end of the task,
you get 50 Artifact Power.3D Model: Powerful scepter, created by the queen of Akshara long ago, to her transformation. The scepter whirls with the waters from the Well of Eternity before it is damaged, giving the scepter great magical and restorative powers. Azshara's scepter was lost during the Ancient War, shortly before Azshara and many of her followers
were swallowed by the sea. Taken by surviving night elves who knew nothing about the power he actually held, he was buried with an unknown priestess in a family tomb in Azsuna, waiting to be discovered by someone that could unlock his true potential. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Sharas'dal, Scepter Tides and Shield of the Sea queen (Main Hand Of
Mace) Relic SlotsActact Ability: DownpourArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavourMinding Tides: While owning Sharas'dal, in a respeable state, the shaman can feel the ebb and flow. There is a gift and acceptance of the oceans and rain with every breath. Idle animation; The shaman kneels, with swirling water visuals around him/her.
One of them must be AFK within 7-10 minutes. There are certain elements scattered throughout the Broken Islands, which are meetings only for shamans. If you help these elementals in some way, they give Artifact Power to your equipped Artifact EarthThese vignettes appear as Earth's restless totems earth, and when pressed will spawn a Mad Earth, a
rare elementary. Defeating it (and releasing it) provides 50 Artifact Power for your equipped Artifact Weapon.Locations that have been spotted: in Azsuna's Azsuna in Highmountain in Highmountain in Stormheim in Val'sharahTroubled Air SpiritThese vignettes appear as friendly Troubled Air Spirit. When you talk to him, the number of whirlwinds will appear in
a circle. Periodically, these vortexes migrate directly through the center of the circle, and you have to dodge them. You will know if you have failed, if Air Elemental turns hostile and attacks you. You can just wait a few minutes for to respawn so you can try again, Completion call provides 50 Artifact Power for your equipped Artifact Weapon.Locations that
have been spotted: in Azsuna in Haimountin in Stormheim in Val'sharahHydrannonHydrannon Is NPC in Stormheim's (Gidrannon Straits, northeast of Tideskorn Harbor), begins a mini-game in which you must be given 50 Artifact Power. 3D Model: The first necrolite that walked the world of Azeroth, Satiel, received this braid from the very titan Sargeras. She
grows in power as she draws souls from her victims. Harvester got its name as Satiel methodically drained all his life from the unfortunate inhabitants of Deadwind Pass, creating a powerful magical connection there in the process. Tracking Satiel, the Keeper of Tirisfala turned the scythe on her, sending her soul to join those of her victims. Eventually the Dark
Riders recovered the weapon and classified it under the Karazhan Tower.Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Ulthalesh, Deadwind Harvester (Staff)Relic SlotsShadow X 2Blood X 1Actiact Ability: Reap SoulsArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Abilities and Flavored Souls periodically try to escape Deadwind Harvester; Killing them returns 10% mana.3D
Model: Before eredar served titan Sargeras, one of their greatest leaders, Thal'kiel, had unprecedented skill in calling and binding magic. Driven by ambition, he reached the Void and received a response with knowledge of dark beings unlike any of them he had seen before. Tal'kiel's disciple, Archimond, discovered his master's dark pact and showed it to
the other rulers of Tal'kiel, who banded together to strike the tal'kiel. After his defeat, they gilded his skull and exhibited as a warning. Today dreadlord Mephistroth uses it to enhance its ability to summon and command armies of demons for Legion.NOTE: Demonology Sorcerer is the only specification where the Artifact is a handwritten item. Also notable are
the protection of Paladin and Warrior Protection, which are the only two specs where the artifact is a shield. Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Skull Man'ari and Spine thal'kiel (Off Hand - Home Hand Dagger)Relic Slotshadow X 1Fire X 1Fel X 1Actactact: Thal'kiel's Acquisition of questline: questline: The ability and FlavourSkull of Man'ari is reasonable, and talking
to you - either whispering, talking or screaming - with an audible voice, and in many cases. He has an interesting personality, sometimes mocking and in other cases bloodthirsty. Note that Xal'atath, Black Empire Blade (Shadow Priest Artifact) and Aluneth (Arkan Mag's Artifact) have similar and will talk to their users. Click here for a list of conversations you
can hear. (This compiled list - Credit to user Wowhead Sonatras) After killing something: Thal'kiel whispers: Did he even try? Thal'kiel whispers: Soul, that would be helpful. Thal'kiel whispers: Fall in front of your masters! Thal'kiel whispers: Excellent! When casting Ritual Invocation: Thal'kiel says: Do you need help to complete the ritual call? Can't you do it
your way? How pathetic! Thal'kiel says: Looking for a creature from Twisting Nether? Grabbing the beast from the Void? About... You're just calling a friend... When casting Demonic Gateway:Thal'kiel says: And what do you mean for this? Thal'kiel says: Already planning to run away? Thal'kiel says: There is always an escape planned. A lesson I learned
along the way! When casting Subjugate Demon:Thal'kiel shouts: Everyone will serve! Thal'kiel shouts: Yes! This will serve us well! When casting the eye Kilrogg:Thal'kiel says: Only one eye? Don't complain to me because you don't have a depth of perception. Thal'kiel says: It's nice to see that I don't just have dismembered body parts here. Thal'kiel says: I
think you could call me body while you're at it? When casting Call Dreadstalkers: Thal'kiel shouts: Rip them apart! Thal'kiel shouts: Open the hounds! Thal'kiel shouts: Gnaw them to the bone! When casting Hand Gul'dan:Thal'kiel shouts: Fight! Fight, you're a pathetic demon! Thal'kiel shouts: Burn them! Meeting azhara's wrath (Azshara's Eye): Tal'kil
whispers: This creature may seem impressive, but the spells that give shape are barely holding it together. Break the ritual supporting him, and the rest will soon collapse. Meeting Amalgam Shower (Black Rook Hold): Thal'kiel whispers: Interesting ... that creative use of the residual energy of the soul! We must remember to explore this technique! Meeting the
shadow of Havius (Darkheart Thicket): Thal'kiel whispers: This Havius is cunning. He hides his true form by gathering power with illusion. It would be good for us to learn from him. In the Halls of Valor: Tal'kil whispers that if Valarjar could be freed from this place, they would be a significant obstacle for the Legion. Stuck here, they're useless. In The Guardian:
Thal'kiel whispers: Well, it looks fun. In Suramar:Thal'kiel whispers: the elves of this land howce for lack of magic. Pathetic! They could easily take it from others. (Near Falanaar)3D Model: Created thanks to the incredible efforts of hundreds of Sargeras servants, this scepter can tear open measuring gateways between worlds. It has been buried under the
sea for centuries, and then used orc shaman Ner'zhul to open the portals that tore the world Draenor apart, leaving behind a ruined area of the Blank. Scepter was finally provided by the elite magician Kirin Thor. Unable to destroy it, they hid it in a magically protected chamber and put it under the eternal clock to prevent it from ever being used again. Artifact
CalculatorWeapon: Scepter Sargeras (Staff)Relic SlotsActact Ability: Size RiftArtifact Acquisition questline: Youtube3D Model: This great word was carried into battle by a barbaric warlord who first united humanity under one banner, founding the nation of Arathor. A master of tactics and strategist, King Toradine continued to play an important role in ending
troll wars. The sword was later lost when it was used to subdue the C'Thraxxi monster in a forgotten tomb near Tirisfal. Abandoned and almost forgotten, Stromkar slowly drank from the dark power there for thousands of years. Artifact CalculatorWeather: Strom'kar, Warbreaker (2-Handed Sword)Relic SlotsIron X 1Blood X 1Shadow X 1Actufact Ability:
WarbreakerArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Abilities and FlavourSurrounded Trolls!: Strom'kar reacts to the presence of its ancient enemies by generating an aura of fear. When entering a dungeon or raiding with trolls in it, this artifact will provide the user with this positive effect. When the Warrior who owns this approaches any troll, they will run



away in fear within 2 minutes! This effect even works for troll bosses in low-level dungeons and raids (e.g. Council of Elders in the Throne of Thunder) Affected mobs/bosses will shout different things, being exposed to the presence of Strom'kar:My ancestors are screaming! Yes sword! it will be too much! Lol.. No! Surrounded by ghosts! Thanks to Wowhead
JosserRus user for screenshots3D Model: In past centuries, titanic watchman Keeper Odyn betrayed the sorceress Helya by killing her and twisting her spirit into the spectral Val'kyr. He forged this pair of swords for the mightiest of his stormy valars, but Hay stole the swords and poured some of his fury on them. She then gave them to her champion, who
used them to hunt the greatest heroes and drag their souls away to serve in Helheim. These swords stir their owner into relentless and punishing attacks that overcome the defense of the goal and leave no room for counterattacks. Warriors of Fury can own two 2-handed weapons because of Titan's iconic GripArtifact CalculatorWepon: Valarjar Wars, Fury
Odin and Anger Helya's (2-Handed Sword) 2-Handed Sword) Relic SlotsFire X 1Storm X 1Iron X 1Fact Ability: Odyn's FuryArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability and FlavourGaze of Val'kyr: Odyn gave you a second chance to win. Do this within 8 seconds and Odyn will provide you with your life and restore 50% of your health. When the
crowd/NPC strikes a murder against you while you own the Valarjar Wars, It's a chance that you don't immediately die, but rather have an 8-second window in which to kill the crowd/NPC that hit the killing kick. If you successfully kill him, you won't die! You know when this effect has procced on the golden Val'kyr that generates give you a second chance.
Click here for the video effect3D Model: An Impenetrable Shield created from the Scale of the Black Dragon Aspect, Neltharion Earth-Warder, before the corruption of the Ancient Gods defeated him. The terrible vrio Of King Magnara Icebreaker carried this shield into battle and won after victory in the face of gloomy chances. When he finally fell in battle, it
was connected with the betrayal of the servants of Valkir Heli. Currently, the shield is buried with the body of King Magnan on the Path of the Kings in Stormheim.NOTE: Protection of Paladin and Warrior Protection are the only two specifications where the artifact is a shield. Also notable is the demonology of the Sorcerer, which has an out-of-hand item
Artifact.Artifact CalculatorWeapon: Scale of Earth-Warder - Scaleshard (Shield and Main Hand Sword)Relic SlotsIron X 1Blood X 1Fire X 1Actufact Ability: Neltharion's FuryArtifact Acquisition questline: YoutubeHidden Ability Your Block Chance Increases by 20% for 3 sec.3D Model: Your first artifact weapon can be purchased at 98. Each class acquires its
own artifact through the introductory line of the quest. This quest-line sends you to interact with the basic pieces of knowledge and requires you to use your offensive and useful abilities to get through the meeting. For example, traps are a big part of the Survival Hunter quest while Killing Rogues must navigate Stormwind City while stealthed. At the end of
each quest, you'll have access to the class order room and learn how to interact with the Artifact Forge and Order Hall Mission table. You can progress further on your class-specific Order Hall quests and mission, which is the subject of another guide! Wowhead has videos of many of the weapons questlines on its YouTube channel. Please note that in order
to access the Artifact Trait tree for the first time, you need to interact with your forge of artifacts and choose your first (free) trait. Once you do this, the rest of the tree will appear for you to pick the features on. Once you reach level 102, you can get artifacts for all the specifications in your class (All 3 in most cases, 2 for demon hunters, 4 for druids) if you want
to. To do this, you return to the order hall and pick up a quest to choose the second artifact. At this point, you are sent to the search line to get a second Artifact.After you get a second weapons artifact, you are then offered a quest to get a third (and for Druid, the fourth after that). NotesEach Artifact questline tailored to your specification. Healer questlines
you have to heal the party during the attack. Tank questlines you have tank enemies. DPS's KVSTlines are pretty collect/rescue/destroying quests. You can Specs during the Artifact questline - for example, you can complete any DPS quest with your basic DPS specification, or you can complete the healer quest in THE DPS specification by killing everything
before your batch dies (although doing so in a different specification may prove harder than easier!). If you have more than one Artifact weapon, they are automatically equipped when you upgrade to the appropriate specification (you can't equip Artifact Weapons, which is not for your specification). If you need a temporary weapon while you complete your
Artifact questline, your order hall quartermaster sells some that you can use. There is no way to destroy the artifact of the weapon - keep in mind that every artifact you unlock will take a permanent bag slot. Getting all the artifacts available to your class provides an achievement to Arsenal Power.Weapon GuidesWowhead has released a number of
specialization specific guides, outlining changes, gears, stat priority and more. The relic is an object in the Legion that bears a resemblance to old meth gems (such as Amber Skyflare Diamond). It is socketed into your weapons and provides various bonuses. Relics increase the level of the object of your artifact weapons (increasing the primary and
secondary statistics of the weapon) depending on the level of the object of the relic in question. You can view the Wowhead relic database for a complete list of relics. Click here for a quick chart of all the specifications and relics they use. Relic
TypeArcaneBloodFelFireFrostHolyIronLifeShadowStormPaladinHoly21Protection111Retribution12PriestDiscipline21Holy21Shadow12RogueAssassination1111Outlaw111Subtlety21ShamanElemental12Enhancement111Restoration
112WarlockAffliction12Demonology111Destruction21WarriorArms1111Fury111Protection111SpecArcaneBloodFelFrostHolyIronLifeShadowStormRelic TypeAt Legion, each artifact has five distinctive styles (sixth unenfed launch), and each style comes in four shades. There are different ways to unlock every look and shade. Once the new look or shade is
unlocked, it is available for use in The Artifact Forge in your Class Order Hall.Check out Wowhead Artifact Weapon Calculator to see each skin in 3D. Further notes:Other weapons occurrences can be transmogged over your weapons artifact. This follows all pre-existing rules on types of weapons, etc. Titan's Reach Hidden Artifact Appearance for Titanstrike
Changes It From Pistol to Onion)When You Launch, There Will Be 5 Skins: Classic Skin: Order Of Hall Related Skin: Order Hall, Artifact, and Archaeology activitiesValorous Skin: PvE Related ProgressionInal Skin: PvP-Related Progression (Prestige) Hidden Skin: Acquisition will vary depending on Additional you can get it in the section below. You have to
unlock the look (i.e. the main shade) before you can unlock various other color shades for Appearance (Source: Legion Developer - A, Video) For example, for valiant looks, you must complete the Balance of Power questline to unlock the main hue before other shades will get. Getting the Unleashed Monster reach won't provide you with a new hue/look until
you've completed the Balance of Power. All the skins and appearances that you unlock are unlocked for all the specifications on your toon. However, unlocking the skin or appearance on one character won't unlock its account altogether - you have to separately unlock it on other characters. The exception to this rule is This Side Up, which is an achievement
in the whole account, and thus opens this shade to all the characters on your account. Of course, as mentioned above, this shade won't be available until you unlock the updated look of the first (Class Order Hall campaign)Click here for a summary of Wowhead's Art Interview on Artifact Appearances We asked art director Chris Robinson a few questions
about the artifact weapon. Click here for the full interview. Can you tell us about the Artifact design? Style, variations, colors? As in Order Halls, we wanted to strike the tone for class and specs. Some were easy because they were created, but the new ones were more difficult because they were not created. We had to come up with something that felt
comparable and helped answer the questions: what is the basic fantasy class? What kind of weapon does it seem like that you want your character to feel? I play rogue, so I used a lot of personal experience to get the feeling of what the rogue would like to pick up in their own hands to use. Then with the specification of differentiation in weapons we went
further with further honing in that fantasy class. What was it like to build a weapon from scratch when there are famous artifacts such as Doomhammer and Ashbringer? Let's start with the basic level of the artifact, i.e. Ashbringer is what the player expects for an epic level artifact weapon. Using this as a reference, all weapons must feel comparable to each
other. The problem is that there is no established knowledge for the new ones, which makes them harder to identify with. The basic visual levels for the new weapon were a little more difficult than the mounted weapons to make them feel equally epic. Another difficulty was the Shaman. Doomhammer was hard because he didn't feel good seeing two
Doomhammers (like a double to own). The solution was to make one magical magma hunter to avoid breaking the imagination and make it seem like we're just letting the Doomhammers away. We know classes will feel unique with artifacts - how well did you do it and make each specs feel unique visually? trying to make this balance and it will always evolve
along with the characters - the artifacts being there early on took us into the more streamlined process of designing weapons. There are usually 550-750 weapons, this time 240....so we had time to make them more epic. Working on armor kits, we used visual solutions from artifacts to layer them on top of the armor. There are no specifications for specific
armor sets, but we looked at all artifacts from the same class to use visual elements on the armor. Provides a more cohesive vision. As for hidden appearances, some of the sources of purchase for them are listed in the tabs below. For weapons of visibility that drop, current specifications or loot specializations it doesn't matter when farming these (i.e.
protecting The Paladin appearance item may fall while your mining specialization is retribution). Most hidden elements of Artifact Appearance that are rare drops have poor luck protection implemented (at least patch 7.1.5) which means that every time an item doesn't fall for you, your chances of getting it go up gradually. When unlocking shades for your
hidden appearance, as patch 7.3 you can use any artifact appearance and any specification to work towards the requirements. Note that as patch 7.1.5, bad luck protection has been implemented for most hidden weapons items that are dropsThis meaning that every time you don't get the drop needed, your chances of getting it will go gradually. The following
rules apply to items/components that appear to be artifacts that are droplets from bosses, depending on the source. World BossesThese performances are 100% guaranteed drops for any player of the appropriate class, regardless of their specification or robbing specialty. Unlike the standard loot from World Bosses that appears in your bags, these
performances must be hand-looted from the boss's corpse. Raid BossesY performances are not guaranteed to drop. The item has a chance to fall if there are any members of the raid who are an appropriate class, regardless of their specification or loot specialization. These elements fall on the LFR, normal, heroic or mythical difficulties. If the loot is Master
Loot, the item acts like any other drop in loot - Master Looter determines who to assign the item to. If the looted set-up is Personal Loot, they have a chance to be plundered from the boss like any other tackle and can fall on any specification of the appropriate class. Regardless of the mining settings (Master Loot or Personal Loot), these items can be sold to
other raiders within 2 hours of receiving it. Dungeon BossesThese performances/components are not guaranteed drops. The item has a chance to fall if there are any party members who are appropriate class, regardless of their specification or rob specialization. These elements fall into normal, heroic, mythical and mythical difficulties. If it falls, the item can
be sold member in your party of the appropriate specification. Specialization specific call speeches were available under script during the Legion. They can no longer be obtained. Getting this look requires a solo specialization call scenario. These tasks are quite complex, requiring the skill of your specification and abilities. If someone is someone This look,
you know they are a good player. Each scenario includes a win over the boss/henchmen or the protection of the NPC, depending on the specification. Trying a solo challenge requires that you first empower you weapons for the new 7.2 features, and also requires that the Mag Tower Of Broken Shore building is active. While the Maga Tower is active, the first
attempt to script every day is free. All subsequent attempts on the same day cost 100 nichers. Once the script has been defeated, you can't try it again on this character/specialty. As patch 7.3, once you unlock the look of the base task, you can discover other shades using any artifact appearance and any specification. Below is a chart with a strategy guide
for Challenge Scenario for each specification provided by Wowhead Writers. Below is a summary of all available speeches, as well as how to get them. Note that some of the models shown may have slight differences from live models. Appearance (Achievement)RequirementsMaine TintTint #2Tint #3Tint #4Classic (Fighting Style: Classic)By default One of
the pillars of creationY will get one Pillar of Creation from the storyline of the quest from each zone. Below is a list of pillars, final quests and zones: Restore the Heart of Light and bring it to the safety of your Order Hall.This requires you to complete the following chain searches: The Fall of StarBringer Charge LightLight'sSee chart below for details To
complete the first major campaign effort with your order. This requires you to advance halfway through your bespoke campaign hall. Updated (Fighting Style: Updated)Complete your Class Order Hall Campaign.Achievement: Fake for BattleUnlock Every TraitThis artifact requires to unlock all 34 Major Traits Artifacts. This requires a total of 5,216,130 Artifact
Power.Achievement: Power RealizedResearch complete the history of your artifact in your classroom hall. This requires you to get all the parts of your artifact's history. As stated above (according to The Knowledge of the Artifact) you will receive a portion of your artifact history every few levels of artifact knowledge. Completing the entire volume will take
some time, as you need to reach the level of knowledge of artifact 25 to get all the pieces. Achievement: Part of historyPolitical achievement This side up. This achievement of archaeology requires you to receive 8 projects of rare archaeology in the Legion. Note that rare projects will be discovered differently in the Legion - they will be part of the current
history quest line. Every 2 weeks the quest will appear from the Archaeology Coach (Dariness Learned), providing a rare project upon its completion. Note that level 110 will be required for these quests. Valiant (Fighting Style: Valor)Complete the quest line balance of power. This rather lengthy quest line begins in your ordering hall at 110, and has a number
of steps requiring 30 Blood Sargeras, some mythical dungeons, and items derived from both Emerald Nightmare and Nighthold.Achievement: Improved Improvement Reaching Unleashed BeastIt requires you to kill 8 of the 10 world bosses that can be found in Broken Isles.Complete Challenge Dungeon Mode using level 15 cornerstone. This requires you to
successfully complete the mythical dungeon at the 15th difficulty level over time - either using your own cornerstone, or someone elses. Achievement: Keystone MasterReceives Achievement Glory to the Hero of the Legion. This meta requires you to complete 26 achievements in 10 Legion 5 Man Dungeons on mythical difficulties. Reaching in width. War-
Torn (Fighting Style: War-Torn) (Fighting Style: Torn by War)Complete the quest spoiled Victor after reaching Prestige Level 1, Rank 50.This requires you to prestige once (in the new Legion PvP system) and reach rank 50 again, earning the honor. Achievement: Prestige (H) Achievement: Prestige (A) Reach Prestige Level 6 and Earn a Cross of Heroism.It
requires you to prestige six times (in the new Legion PvP system), earning the honor. Can only be unlocked in Legion Season 2. Achievement: Cross of Heroism (H)Achievement: Cross of Heroism (A)Reach the prestige of Level 11 and earn the Cross of Massacre.It requires you to prestige eleven times (in the new Legion PvP system), earning the honor.
Can only be unlocked in Legion Season 3. Achievement: Cross Massacre (H)Achievement: Cross Of Slaughter (A)Reach Prestige Level 15 and Earn Cross Devastation.This requires you to prestige fifteen times (in the new Legion PvP system), earning the honor. Can only be unlocked in Legion Season 4.Achievement: Cross of Destruction (H)Achievement:
Cross of Destruction (A)Hidden (Hidden Potential) VariesComplete 100 dungeons using a hidden artifact appearance.Complete 200 World quests with the help of the hidden appearance of the artifact. Kill 1,000 enemy players using the hidden appearance of the artifact. Solo ChallengeComplete Solo Challenge.Note your specialty: This shade can no longer
be available as the BFA prepares. This requires defeating the difficult call scenario available every time the Mage Tower building is active on the Broken Shore. This will be the last boss in Raid 7.2, Tomb of Sargeras.Win 10 Score Battlegrounds using a call artifact appearance. Defeat all the bosses of the Legion of Dungeons using the look of the Challenge
artifact. Restoring the Heart of Light This questline is only available after completing a certain amount of your Order Hall campaign (shortly after you have created your Mission Council order hall). The chain of quests looks like this: The fall of StarBringer from LightLight's ChargeCompleting these quests reveals a tinge for your classic Artifact weapon skin.
The fall of the StarThis quest took from Archmage Hadgar in Dalaran, to the purple Citadel. After that, you will drive on the flight path in Krasus-Des landing, which will take you to Suramar. Once you you'll be on the beach and you may notice an abandoned Ballista or two, and Jandvik Jandvik If you level 108 or less, I'd HAVE TO BE ON PUSHING the
banner! This banner is a rare crowd meeting, which generates several waves of mobs, after which King Morgalash spawns. This banner/mob encounter has nothing to do with the quest! This is what you want to do instead: Search the crash site - the head that is due east of the island. Swim down to find an area (looks like a swirling spot in a crevice at the
bottom of the ocean) Explore the cave - The entrance to the cave is on. After you return to Dalaran, you turn around in search of the House of Guardians (take the port in the center of Dalaran). Bringer of the Light The final completion of this quest is in spoiler tags, for those who want to find out and complete it yourself. I've listed what happens next, as well
as tips for completing this quest. Hadgar opens the portal to Exodar, and it begins with the script In Defense of Exodar. As in any case, you can right click on your portrait and leave instance Group (even if you're solo) to leave and start over. Step 1 is to find the Prophet Velen in the Vault of Light. Just make your way to the area marked on the map by killing
demons on the way. If you happen to agro pile, just kite them Velen, as they will be burned by the dome of light surrounding it. Step 2 includes A) Rescue 12 Frightened Citizens Exodar and B) Destruction 8 Fel Portals.All portals are marked on the map, and there are far more portals than you need scattered across Exodar. If you are standing in the middle of
the road, a stream of demons running towards Velen can easily agro and overwhelm you! Find corners and alcous that avoid the constant flow of mobs that appear. Beware of patrols, as there are groups of demons all over the place and its easy to get overruns. Terrified Exodar citizens tend to be around the edges of rooms, corners, behind structures/boxes,
in covered rooms, etc. Some of them are children, so it's less and easy to miss them marked on your mini-card, so it's a great way to track them downExtra (optional) Stuff:BONUS QUEST: There is an additional quest available from Farseer Nobundo on 44.8, 9.4 In Hall. It gives some gear and XP; It involves the survival of 3 waves of demons and then kill
Karzak Impaler after these waves. As a DPS class do this, it was quite a challenge! Mobs often appear and you have to rely on the NPC to help (i.e. stay close to them). Farsir Nobundo will also heal you. When you come across Karzak Impaler, I would suggest saving all your DPS cooling (or healing, for that matter) for this meeting. THE NPC tank it, so
death is not a problem; rather, if it takes a long time, Nobundo will bite the dust and this quest will fail! If you want to complete this optional quest, Must pick it up before completing Step 2 goals (portals and frightened citizens) otherwise it will not be available! There is an (optional) bonus goal that is active during the scenario (you will see the bar of objective
progress). Completing it by killing demons will net you gold and experience. A rare NPC caviar (Huk'roth Hunter) was found in the level of the trader. It is surrounded by Felhounds who can be killed in small groups to avoid being depressed. He drops Order Resources and Huntmaster's InjectorStep 3 to return to Velen, and allow him to explore the Mysterious
Lightbound ObjectStep 4 is accompanying Velen to the place NaaruStep 5 includes a victory over General Rakeesh. There is a very interesting reveal of what's going through this - I won't say what it is though! Other commentators have stated that you can tag the high general Rakeesh and let the NPCs kill him, but it doesn't seem to work anymore - you have
to fight it yourself. That being said, it seems they may have made this meeting more manageable as NPCs help, and heal you. After that, just use the Hadgar Lighthouse to return to the Dalaran Charge. At this point you unlock one of the shades for your classic Artifact leather weapon (part of the criteria for anti-style: Classic). Video: YouTube Video of all
legion speeches launching Classic Skin - Mo of DamnedDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRest the Heart of Light1st Major OH Campaign Installed Skin - BloodmawComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitRe Study of Your Complete History ArtifactObtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - SoulreaCompper Balance of Power questlineKill
8 World BossesDeliv level 15 Mythical DungeonSLeave All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - ExecutionerReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Touch UndeathAcquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge
Skin - BonejawComplete your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with ChallengeKill Skin All Legion Of Dungeon Bosses with ChallengeHidden Artifact Appearance: Twisting Anima Soul, Twisting Anima Soul, which reveals a touch of undead hidden appearance, can be plundered from the chest at the end of the
Collapse scenario in Suramar (also known as the withered Learning Script). It's contained in a guaranteed chest - the one you get at the end, regardless of the bill or what other chests you find in the case. It's not a guaranteed fall. This scenario is available from the original quest in the Suramara quest line - Building an Army. After that, it spawns every 3 days
as the World quest - Dried Army Training.Video: YouTube Video of all Legion performances launching Classic Skin - Blades of the Fallen the Light's HeartComplete 1st major OH campaignUpgraded Skin - Frostmourne's LegacyComplete your Class OH CampaignUnlock every Artifact TraitResearch your full Artifact historyObtain 8 Archaeology
RaresValorous Skin - Sindragosa's FuryComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesComplete a Level 15 Mythic+ dungeonComplete all dungeon achievementsWar-torn Skin - GravekeeperReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Dark RunebladeAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with
Hidden skin200 World Quests with Hidden skin1000 HKs with Hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - Soul CollectorComplete your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Rated BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon bosses with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance:Requirement: Artifact Knowledge Level 4+Runes of the
Darkening, which unlocks the hidden Dark Runeblade appearance for Blades of the Fallen Prince , drops from various World Boss trio Soultakers (Captain Hring, Soultrapper Mevra and Reaver Jdorn). This is a guaranteed drop for all death knights who have reached the required level of knowledge of artifact 4.Note that you have to directly plunder the
appearance from the boss, as opposed to the standard loot from the world bosses who appear in your bags automatically! Video: YouTube Video of All Speeches Legion LaunchClassic Skin - ApocalypseDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRest the Heart of LightUpled 1st Major OH CampaignUpgraded Skin - Unholy Wars To Fill Your Class OH CampaignUnlock
Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete HistoryObtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Herald PestilenceIfbal Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesLenuary Level 15 Mythical DungeonSle All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - FaminebearerReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin -
Bones ReaperAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skin Solo Challenge Skin - Death's DeliveranceComplete Your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact
Appearance: Requirement: Artifact Knowledge Level 6 Each time, when you use the artifact the ability of the Apocalypse , you have a chance to cause an additional ghoul (like the 9th ghoul if you caused 8 with Apocalypse). This extra ghoul will fall to Professor Putricide's Lost Journal, an object that can be read. This is not an item that will be looted in your
bags, but rather an object on the ground that you can interact with. After this event has occurred, proceed to the following steps: See the comment leviatharan for more details. Also The guide can be helpful if seeking to unlock this look! Video: Video: Видео всех выступлений Легион запускаКлассическая кожа - Twinblades из DeceiverDefaultReturn
Столп ТворенияВосстановите сердце СветаПолное 1-й крупный OH кампанииУстановленная кожа - Рука IllidariComplete ваш класс OH CampaignUnlock каждый Artifact TraitResearch ваш полная история АртефактАбтайн 8 Археология RaresValorous кожи - DarkenbladeComplete Баланс силы questlineKill 8 Мировые боссыПолните уровень
15 Мифический подземельеПолните все подземелья достиженияВоенная кожа - Демон TouchReach Престиж 1, Ранг 50Reach Престиж 6Reach Престиж 11Reach Престиж 15Hidden кожи - DeathwalkerAcquisition: Смотрите ниже100 подземелья со скрытой кожей200 Мир Квесты со скрытой кожей1000 HKs со скрытой кожейСоло Challenge
Skin - FlamereaperComplete ваш спецификации Соло ChallengeKill Героический Kil'jaeden с Challenge Skin10 Оценка BGs с Challenge SkinKill Все легион Подземелье боссов с Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Внешний вид: Требование: Артефакт Знания Уровень 5 MMO Чемпион пользователь Azarakal предположительно первым человеком,
как обнаружить и разместить информацию о получении Guise Deathwalker , the item that opens The Deathwalker hidden appearance for Havoc Demon Hunter.Below is a full post by Azarakal, outlining the process (Source): The first thing you need to do is get Candrael's Charm from an accidental fall - I guess that comes from the Suramar guards,
because that's where I got mine. I don't know if that's the case. This means Candrael Twinshadow If you go to the area of the crater Felsoul Hold in Suramar, there is a path visible on the map that runs west. Go up the slope and double jump/slide along the rocks to get to the top of the cliff. Follow him around a large tree and you will find Candrael
Twinshadow, the Blood Elf Demon Hunter. She's near a big tree, some bird/porcupine mobs right in front of her. If you show her charm, her immediate reaction is to assume that you are a thief and kick you off a cliff - I know how you do. Her kick will send you straight to Downfall, a great felbat with about 10 million health. You may have noticed it floating
around in a common search area. There's violent winds around it that will keep you in the air. You can basically float in a spiral around it, but can't go too high or low, otherwise you'll fall out of the area and reset (you can go to Candrael to keep trying it). By damaging it for a while, Downfall will throw you in the direction. You basically have to stay afloat using
Glide and fall back on it to get kicked up by its winds again. From my attempts (took about 5-10 to realize that this was only a MEETING of DH and I had to be creative), it seems that you need to cancel The Glide as soon as you get back to its winds or it will be a buggy and will allow you to fall straight through. He will You're around again by accident, even
when you return to its wind bubble. Kill it and you get. The good news is, it's cool. The bad news is that the graphics are being listened to at the moment. I have a few 20 yards long ranges protruding out of me at the moment. I can't post pictures. A video outlining these steps was posted by Wowhead user Krroto - check it out here. Video: YouTube Video of all
legion speeches launching Classic Skin - Aldrachi WarbladesDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Opening the Heart of LightOpeng 1st Major OH Campaign Loaded Skin - Illidari CrestletCompe Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete History ArtifactAbtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Dreadlord's BiteComplete
Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesCompitous Level 15 Mythical DungeonSLeave All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - BoneterrorReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Iron WardenAcivia : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with
Hidden SkinSolo Challenge Skin - UmberwingComplete your spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with ChallengeKill SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with ChallengeHidden Artifact Appearance: Bulwark Iron Warden, which opens the Iron Warden's hidden appearance, is plundered from twisting Nether bosses in Fel
Hammer (Demon Hunter Order Hall). When you choose to upgrade the Twisting Nether Tier 2, you'll have access to the Twisting Nether portal. After taking the portal, you can kill the demon boss for mining and combat bonuses. One potential drop from these bosses is the Bulwark Iron Warden. Training Twisting Nether costs 500 Order Resources; Switch to
it if you choose another upgrade worth 2000 Order Resources. You have to be level 105 to prepare this update. Video: YouTube Video of all speeches Legion launchClassi Leather - Scythe of EluneDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRestreut Heart of LightPart 1st Major OH Campaign Installed Skin - Messenger GoldrinnComplete Your Class OH
CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete Story ArtifactObtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - LunarCallComp Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesLenuary Level 15 Mythical DungeonSLenul All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Nightmare AfflictionReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige
11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Sunkeeper's ReachAcquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - ManascytheComplete your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with
Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: High Reputation with Dreamavers 5'The Sunbloom, which opens Sunkeeper's Reach hidden look created when two items are united: The Seed of The Sun Fire - acquired from Sylvia Hartshorn in Lorlathil, Val'sharah. Requires a sublime reputation with Dreamweavers.Video: YouTube Videos of all Legion
launching weapons and cat-shaped appearancesNOTE: Feral and Guardian Druids have limited weapons visibility; Instead, they get cat/bear shapes that fit each artifact skin! The default Artifact appearance has different cat shapes for each race; other skins are the same regardless of race. Default Skin - Fangs AshamaneTrollTaurenWorgenNight ElfClassic
Skins - Fangs AshamaneDefault ArmsRecover the Pillar of CreationSRew heart of LightUped Skin 1st Major Campaign - Fury NatureUp your class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete HistoryReath 8 Archaeology Of RaresValorous Skin - Primal StalkerComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesCompletus Level 15
Mythical DungeonSTo complete All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Incarnation of NightmareReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - MoonspiritAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - Ghost
Pridemo Complee your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinAlternate Weapon ModelsIdden Artifact Appearance: Requirement: Artifact Knowledge Level 4 On a Daily Basis, At the Entrance of Dreamgrove (Druid Order Hall) You have a chance to
get screeching emotions. After a few days you don't get the emotion, and in this case check back the next day. Emotion will be one of the following, directing you to the portal in the Hall of Order: You hear a strange wild squeal, and comes from the portal of the Inner Lands. You hear a strange wild squeal from the Duskwood portal. You hear a strange wild
squeal from the Feralas portal. Once you have received the emotion, go through the appropriate portal and you need to find the stone of the an area and click on it. This process should be repeated every day until you have touched the stones from all 3 portals. Once the third stone has been touched, Ela'lothen will spawn in the center of Dreamway within the
order of Hall.While targeting Ela'lothen and in the shape of a cat, use/sit command. The Moonspirit pen, a hidden appearance item, will then appear in your bags. Read more about this in the comments of Archiux and comments Nutrichopa. Video: YouTube Videos of all Legion launching weapons and bear forms of visibility: Guardian and Feral Druids have
limited weapons visibility; Instead, they get bear/cat shapes that fit each artifact skin! The default Artifact appearance has different bear shapes for each race; other skins are the same regardless of race. Default Skin - Claws UrsocNight ElfTaurenTrollWorgenClassic Skins - Claws UrsocDefault WeaponReturn Pillar Light HeartComplete 1st Major OH
Campaign Installed Skin - StonepawComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete Artifact HistoryObtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Avatar UrsolComplete Balance of Power questline Killill 8 World Bosses Complete Level 15 Mythical Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Idden Skin
- Keeper of The PolyanaAcvisia : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Skin Challenge Skin - Power GrizzlemawComplete your Spec SoloKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge10 Grade BGs with Challenge Skin All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinAlternate which opens The
Keeper of the Fields hidden appearance, falls from Ursoc's Emerald Nightmare Legion raid copy. Some notes on this item: This item is not a guaranteed drop. The item has a chance to fall if there are any druids in the raid, regardless of their specs or loot specs. It falls on the LFR, normal, heroic or mythical difficulties. If the loot is the Set-up Master Loot, it's
like any other loot drops - Master Looter determines who to assign an item to. If the loot set-up is Personal Loot, it has a chance to be looted from the boss like any other tackle and can fall on any Druid specification.Regardless the loot set-up, (Master Loot or Personal Loot) this item can be sold to other members of the raid for up to 2 hours after receiving it.
Video: YouTube Video of All Legion Speeches Launching Classic Skin - G'Hanir, Mother TreeDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Open Heart of LightLetful 1st Major Campaign OHUpgraded Skin - EldertreeComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete History ArtifactRester 8 Archaeology raresValorous Skin - Crystalline
AwakeningComplete Balance of Power questLineKi 8 World BossesPoal Level 15 Mythical DungeonSLeave All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Deadwood KeeperReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Crown Guard : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden
skin1000 HKs with Hidden SkinSolo Challenge Skin - Vigilance Nights Complete Your Specification Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Score BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Skin ChallengeHidden Artifact which opens the crown of the Guardian's hidden appearance, derived from the evergreen soil in
Dreamgrove (Druid Order Hall). When evergreen Tier 2 Order Hall Upgrade selected, two Evergreen soil sites appear in the Order Hall. You can plant seeds in these areas, and every 3 days you can harvest and replant them, receiving useful items during harvesting. Whenever you harvest, there is You will plunder the acorn Infinite from the evergreen soil.
Training Evergreen costs 500 order resources; Switch to it if you choose another upgrade worth 2000 Order Resources. You have to be level 105 to prepare this update. Video: Classic Skin - TitanstrikeDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Open The Heart of LightLetful 1st Major Campaign OHUpgraded Skin - EaglewatchComplete Your Class OH
CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete History ArtefactObestion 8 Archaeology y RaresValorous Skin - Elekk's ThunderComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesComple Level 15 Mythical DungeonSle All Dungeon AchievementsInland Leather - Boarshot CannonReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach
Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Idden Skin - Titan's Reach (Bow)Acquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - SerpentbiteComplete your specification Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with ChallengeKill Skin All Legion Dungeon
Bosses with ChallengeHidden Artifact Appearance: Design By The Great Architect available for sale from Hobart Grapplehammer (Engineering Supplies) to Dalaran (as a factory , Magus Commercial Exchange) for 8000 Hobart Grapplehammer is a member of Kirin Tor, so you can get up to 20% discount if you are sublime with this faction (bringing the price
to 6400g)Video: YouTube Video of all legion launch performancesClassic leather - Thas'dorah, Legacy WindrunnersDefaultReturn Pillar CreationRecover Hearts of Light Full 1st Major OH Campaign Installed Skin - Sister Bond Will Complete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete History ArtifactPops 8 Archaeology Of
RaresValorous Skin - Phoenix Revival Complete Balance power quest 8 World BossesThe Near Level 15 Mythical Dungeon All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Ranger General's Guard Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Ravenguard (Arbalet)Purchase: See below100 dungeons with hidden skin
200 World of Quests with Hidden Skin1000 HKs with Hidden SkinSol Challenge Skin - WildrunnerComplete Your Spec Solo Challenge Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Bosses : Notes by Cyril Crescent: Ravenguard, which reveals The Ravenguard's hidden appearance Available for sale from Veridis Fallon,
Court of Pharoah quartermaster. It claims a Revered reputation with the Farondis court to purchase. Video: YouTube Video of all legion speeches launching Classic Skin - TalonclawDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRest the Heart of LightThe 1st Major OH Campaign Installed Skin - Revival Of The Eagle Is Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact
TraitResearch Your Complete HistoryObtain Archaeology Of RaresValorous Skin - Spear AlphaComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesSPoal Level 15 Mythical DungeonSLenage All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - SerpentstrikeReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Bear
ResistanceAcquision: See below100 dungeons with Hidden Skin 200 World quests with hidden skin100 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - Forests' GuardianComplete Your Specification Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'Jaden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs With Skin Legions Challenge A: The last breath of the forest, which reveals the bear's
resilience of a hidden appearance, falls from Ursoc's Emerald Nightmare Legion raid instance. Some notes on this item: This item is not a guaranteed drop. The item has a chance to fall if there are any hunters in the raid, regardless of their specs or loot specs. It falls on the LFR, normal, heroic or mythical difficulties. If the loot is the Set-up Master Loot, it's
like any other loot drops - Master Looter determines who to assign an item to. If the loot set-up is Personal Loot, it has a chance to be looted from the boss like any other tackle and can fall on any Hunter specification.Regardless of the loot set-up, (Master Loot or Personal Loot) this item can be sold to other members of the raid for up to 2 hours after
receiving it. Video: YouTube Video of all legion speeches launching Classic Skin - AlunethDefaultReturn Pillar CreationRest the Heart of LightPart 1st Major OH Campaign Installed Skin - Guardian SpireComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete HistoryObtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - MagnaComplete
Balance Of Power LineKill 8 World BossesLenge Level 15 Mythical DungeonSLeave All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Aegwynn's FallReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Woolmancer's ChargeAcquisition : See below100 Dungeons with Hidden Skin200 World Quests with Hidden Skin1000
HKs with Hidden SkinSolo Challenge Skin - Eternal MagusComplete Your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Artifact Level 6 Mobs in each Broken Area that you need Polymorph. To get credit for the hidden look
unlock, you have to get a short emotion after each polymorph, which is just... The mobs in question for each zone are listed below (mouseover crowd for cards): After completing all five of the above, there are still a few steps to follow: Every day there is a chance for flying sheep to spawn in the Guardian Hall (Mag Order Hall). Right click it several times when
it spawns and it explodes. Go to Stormheim and look for extremely volatile sheep on the east side in and around Runa (Map). The next macro, courtesy of user CharmCityGaming may be useful to hunt down this crowd:/targetexact Extremely Volatile Stormheim Sheep/Stopmacro/Run, if UnitName (target) - Extremely volatile Stormheim Sheep, then
SetRaidTarget (target,8) endHead to Azora Tower in Alvinn Forest (approximately) and complete a short event involving a series of NPCs. This final NPC will drop the charge of Woolomancer, which provides charges of Woolmancer's hidden appearance. Read more about this in the zarrx commentary. Also, this guide can be useful if seeking to unlock this
look! Video: YouTube Video of all legion speeches launchingClassic Leather - Felo'melornDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Open The Heart of LightThe 1st Major OH Campaign Loaded Skin - Pride SunstridersComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitRe Study Is Complete History Of ArtifactObtain 8 Archaeology Of RaresValorous Skin -
Revival of PhoenixFul Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesLenuary Level 15 Mythical DungeonSle All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Lavaborn EdgeReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Stars DesignAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with
hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skin Solo Challenge skin - Timebender's BladeComplete Your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Requirement: Artifact Knowledge Level 5 Stars Design that reveals the design of the star's
hidden appearance is a rare fall and can be looted from various mobs in Suramar (in particular, Nightborne Mobs) After Reaching the Background Of Artifact Knowledge Level 5.Video: YouTube Video of All Legion Launch PerformancesClassic Skin - EbonchillDefaultReturn Pillar CreationRecover Light's HeartComplete 1st OH Major CampaignUpgraded Skin
- Focus KeeperSor Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch your complete history artifactRedeceive 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Stream First Full Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesComplete Level 15 Mythical DungeonPaul All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Archmagi's WillReach Rank 50Reach Prestige
6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Frostfire RemembranceAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with Hidden Skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with Hidden SkinSol Challenge Skin - Elite MagusComplete Your Specification Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All
Legions :Requirement: Artifact Of Knowledge Level 4 Everburning Crystal, which opens Frostfire Memory's hidden appearance, is derived from the portals in the Guardian Hall (Mag Order Hall). When The Nexus Tier 2 Order Hall Upgrade is selected, you get access to various portals that allow you to travel to the Broken Islands. After learning this update,
teleportation to the Guardian hall will sometimes cause a loud sound and broadcast a message, telling you the sound comes from the portals below. Using any of the 5 portals will transport you to a copy of Frostfire Ridge in Draenor. Once there, NPC Cindreck will accompany you to Usher, who will provide the look of the item. Learning Nexus teleportation
costs 500 order resources; Switch to it if you choose another upgrade worth 2000 Order Resources. You have to be level 105 to prepare this update. Video: YouTube Video of All Legion Speeches Launching Classic Leather - Fu zhan, Satellite WandererDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Open the Heart of LightEtly 1st Major OH CampaignAdlocked Skin -
Monkey King BurdenComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch your complete artifact historyObtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Heart OxComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesCompoled Level 15 Mythical DungeonSem all dungeons achievementInland leather - Dragonfire in GraspReach Prestige 1 ,
Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Ancient BrewkeeperAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with Hidden SkinSolo Challenge Skin - Carrier MistComplete your specification Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with
Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: The Legend of Monkey King, which reveals the Ancient Brewkeeper's hidden appearance , plundered from Bubbling Keg in the Temple of Five Dawns (Monk Order Hall). Bubbling Keg appears in the Order Hall when Brewhouse Tier 2 Order Hall Upgrade is
selected. Every day, you can click the keg once to get an item that provides bonus ability (e.g. Tumblerun Brew, Skysinger Brew). When you hit the keg, there's a chance that you'll rob the Legend of the Monkey King out of it (in addition to your usual bonus item). Brewhouse Training costs 500 Order Resources; Switch to it if you choose another upgrade
worth 2000 Order Resources. You have to be level 105 to prepare this update. Video: YouTube Video of All Legion Speeches Launching Classic Skin - Sheilun, Employees of MistsDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Open the Heart of LightLet 1st Major OH Campaign Installed Skin - Paid Deep MistComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact
TraitResearch Your Complete History ArtifactTo loss 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Chi-Ji's SpiritComplet Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesDelical Level 15 Mythical DungeonSle All Achievements DungeonIndive Leather - Sha's TormentReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Idden Skin -
Immortal Immortal See below100 Dungeons with Hidden Skin200 World Quests with Hidden Skin1000 HKs with Hidden SkinSolo Challenge Skin - Essence CalmComplete Your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Skin Challenge10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinBreath of Undying Serpent,
which opens The Breath of the Immortal Snake hidden appearance, drop out of Dragons Nightmare Encounter in the Emerald Nightmare Legion Raid Copy. This is a meeting where you encounter Ysondre and the nightmares of her former cohorts, Emeriss, Lethon and Taerar.Some notes on this point: This item is not a guaranteed drop. The item has a
chance to fall if there are any monks in the raid, regardless of their specs or loot specs. It falls on the LFR, normal, heroic or mythical difficulties. If the loot is the Set-up Master Loot, it's like any other loot drops - Master Looter determines who to assign an item to. If the loot set-up is Personal Loot, it has a chance to be looted from the boss like any other
tackle and can fall on any Monk specification.Regardless the loot setting, (Master Loot or Personal Loot) this item can be sold to other members of the raid for up to 2 hours after receiving it. Video: YouTube Video of all legion speeches launching Classic Skin - Fists of HeavenDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRestreut 1st Major OH Campaign Installed Skin -
Al'Akir TouchComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitRe Exploration Your Complete History Of ArtifactObtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Spirit ReachCompComp Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesLenuary Level 15 Mythical DungeonSEmole All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Shado-Pan LegacyReach
Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - StormfistAcquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Leather - Swan's EnforcerComplete your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with
Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Stormfist which reveals a Stormfist hidden appearance, can be plundered from the chest at the end of the Collapse scenario in Suramar (also known as a withered Learning Scenario). It's contained in a guaranteed chest - the one you get at the end, regardless of
the bill or what other chests you find in the case. It's not a guaranteed fall. This scenario is available from the original quest in the Suramara quest line - Building an Army. After that it spawns every 3 days as the world quest - Wilted Army Training.Video: YouTube Video of all speeches Legion launch NOTE: There is a libram (big volume) that was originally
implemented as an out-of-hand, but now that the Silver Hand is a 2-handed rather than a one-handed weapon, the libram appears as a cosmetic item, hanging on the belt when when Equipped. Classic Skin - Silver handDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Open Heart of LightInsecurity 1st Major OH Campaign Installed Skin - Fist Of fallen Watcher Complete your
class OH CampaignUnlock every artifact TraitResearch your complete artifact of historyTool8 Archaeology Of RaresValorous Skin - Defender Of the Complete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesLenuth Level 15 Mythical DungeonDolenate All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - GravewarderReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach
Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Idden Skin - Arms ObserversAcivia : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - Justice FlameComplete your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaed With Challenge Skin10 Score BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with
Challenge Skin Hidden Artifact Appearance: , drops from demons mobs in Broken Islands.Although many find agricultural demons in The Faronaar, Azsuna is a good way to get this item , it can fall from any demon, even those in the dungeons. Video: YouTube Videos of all speeches of the Legion launch NOTE: Protecting Paladin and protecting the warrior
each of them Flail Skin Arms (Cross of The Graceful Fire for Paladin). For both specifications, these will be other skins, meaning they will not be available at launch, but will be implemented in a later patch. In addition, The Protection of The Paladin and the Warrior Protection are the only two specifications where the artifact is a shield. Classic Skin -
TruthguardDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Open Heart of LightLending 1st Major Campaign OH Installed Skin - Light TitansEher your class OH CampaignUnlock Every artifact TraitResearch your complete history artifactSquerical 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Divine Defender (Shield and Mays)Full Power Balance questlineKill 8 World BossesFail
Level 15 Mythical DungeonStool All Dungeon AchievementsInland Leather - Dark Keeper's WardReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Idden Skin - Bulwark Vindicator (Shield and Mace)Acquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo
Challenge Skin - Holy Fire Cross Complete your Spec SoloKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Spark which opens Bulwark Vindicator's Hidden Appearance can be plundered from the chest at the end of the Collapse scenario in Suramar (also
known as a sossy learning scenario). It's contained in a guaranteed chest - the one you get at the end, regardless of the bill or what other chests you find in the case. It's not a guaranteed fall. This scenario is available in quest in the Suramara history of the quest - Building an army. After that it spawns every 3 days as a worldwide quest - Dried Army
Training.Video: YouTube Video of all performances legion launchClassic Leather - AshbringerDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRestrest the Heart of Light Filled the 1st Major OH CampaignPlaying Skin - Great Sword righteousPole Your class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete HistoryReath artifact 8 Archaeology Of
RaresValorous Skin - Burning ReprisalComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World Bosses Complete Level 15 Mythical DungeonSle All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Fallen HopeReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Damaged RemembranceAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with
hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin100 0 HKs with Hidden SkinSol Challenge Skin - Shattered ReckoningComplete Your Specification Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legions :Requirement: Artifact Knowledge Level 6 Getting Heart Corruption That reveals a hidden corrupt memory
appearance for Ashbringer, is an engaged and multi-step process as stated below: See Kanegasi's comment here for details on getting this item's appearance. Video: YouTube Video of all legion speeches launchingClassical Skin - Light WrathDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRest the Heart of LightThe 1st Major OH CampaignAdtured Skin - Cross the
Redeemed Filler of Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete Story ArtifactObtain 8 Archaeology Of RaresValorous Skin - Bowl LightComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesLenuary Level 15 Mythical DungeonSem All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Eternal VigilReach Prestige 1, Rank 150Reach
Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Leather - Tomekeeper's SpireAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skin Solo Skin - Ascended Watch CompletE your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion
Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Requirement: Artifact Knowledge Level 4 Letters end opens Tomeher's Spire Hidden Weapon appearance for the wrath of light. So far, it seems that you have to collect 12 volumes from all over the world and combine them to get the Annals of Light and Shadow, a precursor to hidden
appearance. TIP #1: For some places below (i.e. in the Eastern Kingdom) you can use the portals in Dalaran, in the Guardian Chamber (port in the center of Dalaran) to get there quickly! This is also noted below. TIP #2: If you have a friend who is an Outlaw Rogue who is ready to tag together, their Find Treasure will mark these volumes on huntOnce you
will reach the artifact of knowledge level 4, talk to the archivist Inkforge and say that you are interested to get the first volume. Only after completing this step can you start searching for other volumes! There is a hidden weekly reset on some flag quests for these volumes. This means that if you don't search all the volumes during a separate weekly reset
period, you may end up not getting credit for robbing the volume (even if it might be in your bags!), and you can't complete the Annals of Light and Shadow.If you want to check out all the volumes to see if you've been credited with robbing them, see the scripts at the end of this post. Compiled list of locations for these volumes below: Dalaran/Class Order Hall
Broken IslesDrop: Inquisitor Ernstenbock, StormheimRare vignette crowd southwest of the halls of valor in the cave (apparently on the map), entrance to, at the base of the cliff right by the water. You will see the eye of ernstenbok mobs outside the cave (see map). Fall: Artificer Lothaire, SuramarRare vignette crowd in the Lunar Guard fortress in Suramar
(northwest of the zone) on (see map). Fall: Chief of Bitterbrine, AzsunaRare vignette crowd near the coast of Azsuna on , on the ship the queen OfEram. The nearest flight path is Shackles Den (see map). Bitterbrine can be found under deck (which is underwater) to the front of the ship. Black Rook Hold, Val'sharahFound's 5-Man Dungeon Black Rook Hold.
After defeating the first boss, Amalgam Souls, you will enter the Room of Cards. On the left side of the room, on one of the tables, is a volume. NorthrendNew Hearthglen in Dragonblight, Northrend (Take the portal to the Temple of Wyrmrest in the Guardian's chamber)At the Church in New York City. Turn left at the entrance and go to the second room on the
left (first floor) - it is on top of the book shelf (see map). This book has a 1-hour respawn timer. East KingdomInstructor Chillheart's Room (Scholomance, Western Plague Lands) Enter the room, kill the trash on the right. Tom is on the sixth bookshelf on the right. Room Flame Kegler (Scarlet Halls, Tirisfal Gleides) Enter the room, kill Flammiver Kegler. On the
left side of the room find a table with 3-thvasushlia candelabra. Tom is on a bench between the table and the bookshelf. Karajan, Deadwind Pass (Take the portal to Karajan in the Guardian's chamber) Please note that this is OLD Karajan, not the updated Return to KarajanPosl. Kill the curator, head down the ramp until you enter the Guardian library. Instead
of ramping up here to the left, jump to the right and head towards the niche that is immediately there. In the niche, there will be 3 bookshelves at the very end (far wall) alcoves, with a purple tapestry book (wall hanging) above them. On the bottom shelf of the left bookshelf is a volume (see map). In ScriptsThe following in-game scenarios can be copied and
chatted. If the script returns You have credit for this volume - if you lie, you don't have a loan for any reason (even if you might have that volume in your bags). To fix this, simply remove volumes that are not provided credit from your bags and then go and re-plunder them from the appropriate place. If all else fails, you can restart the hunt by talking to the
Inkforge archivist again. Thanks to user Abdomari for compiling scripts. Даларан - Фиолетовая Цитадель / сценарий печати (Is кестФлэггедКомплетер (44339))Класс Порядок зал - Juvess Duskwhisperer / сценарий печати (Is-КевестФэггедКомплетер (44340)) Класс Порядок зал - Архивист Inkforge / сценарий печати (Is /Скрипт печати
(Is'questFlaggedCompleted (44344))Azsuna - Главный Bitterbrine Azsuna - Редкий / сценарий печати (Is'questFlaggedCompleted (44346))Сурамар - Artificer Lothaire - Редкий / сценарий печати (Is'edFlaggedCompleted (44347))Stormheim - Inquisitor Эрнстонбок - Редкий/скриптовая печать (Is'questFlaggedCompleted (44350))Черная ладья Hold -
Библиотека после Первого Босса - Подземелье/печатная версия сценария (Is'questFlaggedCompleted(44348))Northrend - New Hearthglen/script print(Is'questFlaggedCompleted(44341)) КвестФрагведПолнив (44343))Алые залы - Библиотека Flameweaver - Подземелье / сценарий печати (Is'ustFlaggedCompleted(44345)) Каражан - Библиотека
Хранителя - Подземелье / сценарий печати (Is'ustFlaggedCompleted (44349))Видео: YouTube Видео всех выступлений Легиона Маяк NaaruDefaultReturn Столп ТворенияВосстановите сердце СветаЗаполнивите 1-й крупной кампании OHUpgraded Skin - Знамя чистотыПолновит ваш класс OH CampaignUnlock каждый artifact TraitResearch
ваш полный артефакт историиПопятница 8 Археология RaresValorous кожи - Хранитель LightComplete Баланс державы квест. Level 15 Mythical DungeonSup up all the achievements of dungeonIngic leather - Embraces VoidReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Idden Skin - Cross LightbornAcquisition: See
below 100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quest with Hidden Skin1000 HKs with Hidden SkinSolo Challenge Skin - Memory of ArgusComplete Your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Requirement: Elevated
Reputation with ValarjarStaff of Lightborn, which opens the Cross Lightborn hidden appearance is created, When two items are combined: Cross Lightborn - drops from Hyrja in the halls of valorIt the item falls to normal, Heroic, mythical and mythical difficulties. The item will fall for any priest, regardless of the specification or the looted specialization. If it falls,
the item can be sold to another priest in your party. The genus Of The Ascended - bought from Waldemar Storziker in Valdisdall, Stormheim. Requires a sublime reputation with Valarjar.Video: YouTube Videos of all Legion PerformancesClassic Skin - Blade of the Black EmpireDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Open the Heart of LightLetive 1st Major Campaign
OHUpgraded Skin - Embraces of Old Gods Full of Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every artifact TraitResearch your complete artifact of history At least 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Fallen BladeComplete Balance of Power LineKill 8 World BossesSPoal Level 15 Mythical DungeonSTo hold all dungeons reaching War Leather - Vision MadnessReach
Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Claw N'zotAcvisic : See below100 Dungeons with Hidden Skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with Hidden SkinSolo Challenge Skin - Twisted ReflectionStoat Your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Score BGs with Challenge
SkinKill All Legion Dungeons Bosses with SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Claw N'zot, which reveals the claw of N'zot hidden appearance , drops from Il'gynoth in the Emerald Nightmare Legion raid instance. Some notes on this item: This item is not a guaranteed drop. The item has a chance to fall if there are any priests in the raid, regardless of their
specification or loot specs. It falls on the LFR, normal, heroic or mythical difficulties. If the loot is the Set-up Master Loot, it's like any other loot drops - Master Looter determines who to assign an item to. If the loot set-up is Personal Loot, it has a chance to be looted from the boss like any other tackle and can fall on any specification Priest.Regardless the loot
setting, (Master Loot or Personal Loot) this item can be sold to other members of the raid for up to 2 hours after receiving it. Video: YouTube Video of all speeches Legion launchClassic Leather - KingslayersDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRestreut heart of LightUpled 1st Major Campaign OHUpgraded Skin - Cursed Hand Filled your campaign class
OHUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch your complete artifact historyObtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - HeartstopperComplet Balance of Power questKill 8 World Bosses Complete Level 15 Mythical Dungeon Complete All Advances DungeonInland Leather - Magekiller's EdgeReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach



Prestige 15Hidden Skin - BonebreakerAcquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skin Solo Skin Challenge - GhostbladeComplete your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden With Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge
SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Requirement: Artifact Knowledge Level 4 Broken Bone Cipher that reveals a hidden Bonebreaker appearance for Kingslayers, drops from various rare spawning in Dalaran Underbelly.There are a number of mini-bosses that appear casually in the underbelly. Some of them must be tanks, but others are not badly hit at all and
not Be. Bosses spawn pretty pretty and during peak hours there can sometimes be more than one active (and they can spawn back to back) - but they only spawn when the guards are at their post (i.e. free for all PvP is not active). These bosses can be engaged even when a hired bodyguard works. Some of these mini-bosses: Crazed Magician is a fiery
magician; scales of health. Stealing a scoundrel - a rogue like the NPC; about 15.5 million health at a basic level, the health of scalesXullorax - a giant demon; With about 15.5 million health at the basic level, the health scalesSplint - the big rat - is by far the most commonly spawning boss of the crowd. Has about 15.5 million health at a basic level, with scaling
health. Obviously a reference to Splinter, a character from Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles! Mana Seper - mana villain; Screek health scales - giant bat; The scales of healthSegasedi - a large shark that spawns in the waters around the Black Market; HealthVideo: YouTube Video of all Legion launchesOutlaw Rogue's performances has access to unique
hidden leather based on Thunderfury's iconic weapon, Happy Blade Windseeker.Classic Leather - DreadbladesDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRestreit Heart of Light Follow the 1st Major Campaign OHUpgraded Skin - Promise SeascourgeComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact Trait Seek Out Your Complete Story Of ArtifactObtain 8
Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Flame's KissComplete Balance of Power questLineKill 8 World BossesLenge Level 15 Mythical DungeonSle All Dungeon AchievementInland Leather - Scoundrel's Last WordReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Idden Skin - Thunderfury, The Consecrated Blade
WindlordAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skin Solo Challenge Skin - Fencer's ReachComplete your specification Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Of Underground Bosses with Winds ChallengeHid which
opens Thunderfury The consecrated Windlord Blade has a hidden appearance, obtained through a couple of drops. The first link to the fall for you should provide you with a quest that requires both snapping plus 10 hellish Brimstone, rewarding the Emanation winds upon completion. If looting the item does not give a quest, you can follow the steps in Tae's
comment. Video: YouTube Video of all legion speeches launching Classic Skin - Fangs DevourerDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRest the Heart of LightPart 1st Major OH Campaign Loaded Skin - ShadowbladeComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete Story ArtifactObtain 8 Archaeology RaresVal Orous Skin -
Demon's EmbraceComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesComple Level 15 Mythical DungeonSle All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - BloodfeasterReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach 15Idden 15Dden - VenombiteAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden
skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - IceshearComplete your specification Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Bosses Legion Dungeon with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Which opens Venombite turns through the mists of Pandaria Troves from thunder king
treasures scenario. Upgrading the Order Hall in the Chamber of Shadows (Rogue Order Hall) can help you access this scenario. When selecting the Vault Level Order Room Update 2, you sometimes get a ticket to the Sanctuary when the Order Hall mission is successfully completed. This gives you access to the uncrowded Sanctuary in the Chamber of
Shadows when it turned into Marin Noggenfogger.Use burial trove Keys to open Lei Shen's burial troves in the recreation area after the script is completed. These chests have a chance to contain Tom's otherworldly Venoms, which reveals a hidden appearance! Crazy magician - fiery magician; scales of health. Stealing a scoundrel - a rogue like the NPC;
about 15.5 million health at a basic level, the health of scalesXullorax - a giant demon; With about 15.5 million health at the basic level, the health scalesSplint - the big rat - is by far the most commonly spawning boss of the crowd. Has about 15.5 million health at a basic level, with scaling health. Obviously a reference to Splinter, a character from Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles! Mana Seper - mana villain; Screek health scales - giant bat; The scales of healthSegasedi - a large shark that spawns in the waters around the Black Market; Health WeightVideo: YouTube Video of all legion speeches launchingClassic Skin - DoomhammerDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRest the Heart of LightPart 1st Major OH
Campaign Loaded Skin - StormbringerComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete History of ArtifactBreak 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Legion DoomComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesThe World BossThe Level 15 Mythical DungeonSleThe All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather -
Blackhand's FateReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - zandar ChampionAcquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with Hidden Skin Solo Challenge Skin - TyphoonComplete Your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge
Skin10 Grade BGs with SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Requirement: Artifact Knowledge Level 4 Warm Can be found: Classic leather - Sharas'dal , Scepter TidesDefaultReturn Pillar CreationRecover Hearts of LightPart 1st Major OH CampaignAdlocked Leather - Scepter DeepComplete Your Class OH
CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch your complete history artifactObrovation 8 Leather - TitanbornComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesDelical Level 15 Mythical DungeonSle All Achievements DungeonInmoral Leather - TotembearerReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin -
Snake CoilAcquisition: See below100 dungeons with Hidden Skin 200 World quests with hidden skin100 HKs with Hidden Skin Solo Challenge Skin - Frozen FateComplete Your Specification Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'Jeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs A: The coil of the drowned queen, which opens the Snake Coil hidden appearance, Has a
chance to give up various bosses in the 5-man dungeon Eye Azshara.Video: YouTube Video of all Legion launch performancesClassic Leather - Deadwind HarvesterDefaultReturn Pillar CreationRecover HeartPed 1st Major OH CampaignUpgraded Skin - Hand AfflictedComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnUn Every Artifact TraitResearch Your Complete
Artifact historyObtain 8 Archaeology Of RaresValorous Skin - Soul SiphonComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesComplete Level 15 Mythical DungeonAlem all achievements dungeonInemable skin - Death's HandReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Fate EndAcquisition: See
below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin100 0 HKs with Hidden Skin Solo Challenge Skin - Spine ConvictedFulLoedFul ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'Jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs :Requirement: Level of Knowledge Artifact 5' The Executioner's Essence, which reveals the hidden view of the End of Destiny, received
through the quest. First, you have to get your hands on the Grimoire of the First Necrolite, which is a drop from any Eredar mafia on the Broken Islands (e.g., Eredar The Seekers in Faronaar, Azsun, west of the Illidari stand). Next, you can start the quest - Grimoire Of the First Necrolite. This quest requires you to get 13 Skull executed from powerful
champions on broken islands - namely the mobs you kill for rare elite world quests (marked Blue Dragon on the Order Hall map). These elites usually require 3-5 people to kill. Skulls will be given as a bonus to loot while performing the appropriate Rare Elite World quest (i.e. you only get them when you complete the World quest, they don't fall out of the
crowd themselves). Skulls can't be obtained from small rare crowd World quests.Once you've got 13 skulls that can take a few days, you use them at the executioner's altar in Deadwind Pass to cause Sataiel. This can be found in the crypts near Karajan. Sataiel falls to the Essence of the Executioner when defeated. Video: YouTube Video of all Legion
launches Classical Skin - Skull Man'ariDefaultReturn a CreationRecover The Light's HeartComplete 1st Major Campaign OHUpgraded Skin - Gaze of the First SummonerComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch is your complete history artifactIndence 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Pride Pit LordComplete Balance of
Power questlineKill 8 World BossesComplete Level 15 Mythical DungeonSLenul all Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Burning RemnantReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Idden Skin - Thal'kiel in VisageAcquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with
hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - Soul ForgottenDelealDeleoredYored Your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Bosses Legion Dungeon with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: which reveals the hidden Thal'kiel in Visage appearance skull Man'ari , obtained after the first
agriculture 5 gray quality Eredar heads in broken islands.After reaching the level of knowledge of the artifact 4 , leaders can rarely fall from any crowd of Eredar in the broken islands. 6 heads will always fall in the next order (6th drop will be Visage first Wakener): A good place to farm the head of Soul Engine: Apocalypse, found around on the island of
Faronaar in Azsuna. Eredar Soulmage mobs can be found there, and the skull will fall. See Esinar's comment here for more information about this item of appearance. Video: YouTube Video of all legion speeches launching Classic Skin - Scepter SargerasDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRest the Heart of LightPart 1st Major OH Campaign Loaded Skin -
Hubris of Dark TitaniumUps your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitRet Your Complete History of ArtifacttainOb 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - Echo Gul'danComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesLenuary Level 15 Mythical DungeonSem All Dungeons AchievementInland Leather - Shadow DestroyerReach Prestige 1 ,
Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - LegionterrorAcquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - Guise of the DarkenerComplete your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Rated BGs with Challenge
SkinKill All The Bosses of legion dungeons with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Burning Jewel which opens the Legion of Hidden Appearances, derived from the summoned bosses in Dreadscar Rift (Hall of the Order of the Sorcerer). When Demonic Offering Tier 2 Order Hall Upgrade is selected, you can summon various Demon bosses who
have a chance to reset the Burning Jewel of Sargeras when defeated. Training Demonic Offer costs 500 Order Resources; Switch to it if you choose another upgrade worth 2000 Order Resources. You have to be 105 to teach this update. Video: YouTube Video of All Legion Speeches LaunchClassic Skin - Stromkar, WarbreakerDefaultReturn Pillar of
CreationSopen Heart of LightLenmeive 1st Major Campaign OHUpgraded Skin - Revenge of the Fallen Full Class OH CampaignUnlock Every Artifact TraitResearch your complete history artifactToer 8 Archaeology y RaresValorous Skin - FlamereaperComplete Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World Bosses Complete Level 15 Mythical DungeonStool All
Advances DungeonInsive Leather - Anger's EdgeReach Prestige 1, Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Arcanite Bladebreaker (2-handed axe)Acquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - Blade Champion Sky Completes
Your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with ChallengeKill All Bosses Legion Dungeon with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Arkanit Blader is a reward from the quest Secrets of axes. Every day, Master Smith Helgar, found in Skyhold (Hall of the Order of the Warriors), will be able to offer a dialogue
option Is there an axe equal to Strom'kar?, leading to the suggestion of The Secrets of axes. With active work, this version of the dialogue is available throughout the region and will be active within 24 hours. The secrets of the axes will send you to talk to the High Lord Saurfan in Krasus Desant, Dalaran. Then go back to Skyhold and talk to Master Smith
Helgar, who will send you to a duel between Saurfan in the Dalaran underbelly (Circle of Will). After defeating Saurfan, when you return to Master Smith Helgar, you will reward you with Arkanit Bladebreaker after a short dialogue. Video: YouTube Video of all legion launches Classical Leather - Warswords from ValarjarDefaultReturn Pillar of CreationRest the
Heart of LightPart 1st Major OH CampaignElified Skin - Hand DragonriderComplete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Each Artifact Trait Explore Its Complete History of ArtifactObtain 8 Archaeology RaresValorous Skin - ValormaComplet Balance of Power questlineKill 8 World BossesDelical Level 15 Mythical DungeonSLeave All Dungeons
AchievementInland Leather - StormbreathReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige 11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Dragonslayer's Edge (2-Handed Axes)Acquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - Helya's GazeComplete your Spec Solo
ChallengeKill Heroic Kil 'jaeden with Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Bosses Legion Dungeon with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Requirements: Elevated Reputation with Valarjar , Artifact Knowledge Level 5 Three Elements were discovered, which are combined in the form of Dragonslayers that opens Dragonslayer's
Edge hidden Appearance. Elements like the below:Video: YouTube Video of all speeches of the Legion launch NOTE: Protecting the Warrior and protecting Paladin each have Flail Skin Weapons (Legionbreaker for Warrior). For both specifications, these will be other skins, meaning they will not be available at launch, but will be implemented in a later patch.
In addition, The Protection of the Warrior and the Protection of The Paladin are the only two specifications where the Artifact is a shield. Classic Skin - Scale of Earth-WarderDefaultReturn Pillar of Creation Open the Heart of LightOpered 1st Major Campaign OHUpgraded Skin - Hand of the Fallen King To Complete Your Class OH CampaignUnlock Every
Artifact TraitResearch your complete artifact of historyBrobat 8 Archaeology raresValorous Skin - Continuous Stand (Shield - 1-Handed Axe)Full Balance of Power quest-lineKill 8 World BossesComplete Level 15 Mythical DungeonSLenul all dungeons reaching War Leather - Deathguard's GazeReach Prestige 1 , Rank 50Reach Prestige 6Reach Prestige
11Reach Prestige 15Hidden Skin - Last Breath WorldbreakerAcquisition : See below100 dungeons with hidden skin200 World quests with hidden skin1000 HKs with hidden skinSolo Challenge Skin - LegionbreakerComplete your Spec Solo ChallengeKill Heroic Kil'jaed With Challenge Skin10 Grade BGs with Challenge SkinKill All Legion Dungeon Bosses
with Challenge SkinHidden Artifact Appearance: Requirement: Artifact Of Knowledge Level 5 Burning Plate Worldbreaker, which opens the last breath of the Worldbreaker's hidden appearance, received from the Neltharion Vault , caves in Highmountain (NOT the Lair of the Niltarion Dungeon). The entrance to this cave is on. By passing through the cave, you
can exit through another way to get to the obsidian flight path (which makes access to this cave in the future much easier!). The following steps must be followed to get this look: Read the saga of Valarjar tablets, the great object behind Fjornson Stonecarver, the ARTIFACT of the knowledge of the NPC in your Hall order.Ensure you are in the protection of
specialization. Go to the entrance to the Sanctuary of TheLltharion, as above, and go into the cave until the zone changes at the Sanctuary of TheLltharion.If you see the emotion you hear a strange roar from the cave in front, which indicates that the hidden object of appearance has spawned in the cave. Search for gold piles in the cave for a looted item,
Burning Plate of the Worldbreaker.If above the emotion does not appear, go back another day and try again. There is a chance every day for an appearance on spawning. Read more about this in the Ascar commentary. Video: YouTube Video of all datamined Fishing Artifact AppearanceClassical Leather - Underlight AnglerDefaultComplete Achievement
Fisherfriend IslandsDatamined Appearance - Source unknownFisherfriend Islands is an achievement that culminates exclusively in earning a reputation with various NPC Fisherfriends. Getting this achievement rewards Underlight Emerald, which provides an alternative in Underlight Fishing Fishery Artifact.See Legion Fishing Guide for more information.
There are 6 new NPCs in Patch 7.3 that you can earn a reputation with; Best friend is the highest reputation available. To gain a reputation with these NPCs, just find them on broken islands and fish nearby to catch their desired reputation items. They can be included in the 75th reputation piece. Only one NPC up every day; they spawn in a set rotation as
follows: Sha'leth's zgt; Impus zgt; Ilsisia Waters, Keeper Raynae, Akule Riverhorn, the CorbynIum of the NPC below. Click the coordinates for the map with the markers. Below tomTom macro identify all Fisherfriends:/way Suramar 50.71 49.34 Sha'leth/way Broken Shore:Broken Isles 33.7 49.8 Impus/way Azsuna 43.2 40.57 Or si/3/Val'Sharah 53.40 72.87
Rhine/Highmountain Way:Broken Islands 45.13 59.95 Akule/Way Stormheim 90.52 10.72 Corbyn Artifacts in the Legion have various hidden effects. When asked about them on the Legion of Theorycrafting Thread, Blizzard remained mysterious on the subject, so it's up to the players to discover them!1. Are these effects designed to be hidden, or are there
simply no identifier spells, artifact features, etc? 2. If not, what really allows them? Are they basic, tied to a equipped artifact, different in specs, and so on?1) First. When dealing with powerful things like some artifacts that players will acquire in the Legion, sometimes mysterious things happen. Contrary to the spirit of the thread, I know. But there you have
it.2) See question 1.There is a plan of some hidden effects of Artifact Weapons (when known) on each weapon summary (according to Artifacts by Spec above). They are hidden with spoiler tags - in case you want to try to discover them for yourself! Please note that some effects have been datamined and listed in this guide, but may not have been
implemented in the game. Some of the effects that have been discovered are simply cosmetic (Minding tides), while others have a significant taste and can be quite beneficial, especially when in the open world / solo (Gaze from Val'kyr, Call to the Eagles). Also, some of the weapons are reasonable (Aluneth, Xal'atath, Blade of the Black Empire, Skull
Man'ari), and will talk to you at different times as you adventure. Each hall of the Order of class and related quests cover a different part of the Legion's history. You may be surprised by the origin of some weapons artifacts! Here's a rough breakdown of what types of weapons are related to what type of knowledge, as well as the guides we have that explain
woW's story in more detail. Old Gods: Ksal'ata, Blade of the Black Empire, Strom'kar, WarbreakerNaaru: T'uure, Lighthouse of the Gods NaaruWild: Claws Ursoc, Talonclaw, Fu zon, Companion of the Wanderer, Kos Eluna, Fangs Ashamane, G'Hanir, Mother TreeElemental Lords: Fists of Heaven, DoomTithammers: of ValarjarDragon Aspect: Scale of Earth-
WarderBurning Legion: Mo damned, Blade of the Fallen Prince, Apocalypse, Twinblades Cheater, Aldrachi Warblades, Fangs Eater, Ulthalesh, Deadwinder, Skull Man'ari, Scepter SargerasCrafted or Owned By Noble Figure: Ashbringer Aluneth, Felo'melorn, Ebonkhill, Thas'dorah, Legacy Windrunners, Wrath of Light, Sheilun, Staff Mist, Kingslayers,
Dreadblades, Sharas'dal, Scepter What's interesting, however, is that two pieces of weapons (such as fist arms and shield) occupy only one bag of slot, saving some space (especially with artifacts for multiple specifications). You can transmog other appearances on your artifact weapons, and you will also be able to transmog your Artifact Weapons
appearance on other weapons in the Battle of Azeroth.Also note that you can transmog two pieces of artifacts (fist weapons and shield, off-hand and dagger, etc.) separately. Your Class Order Hall quartermaster sells a point level of 740 weapons/outside hands/shields for 100g each. They can serve as a replacement if you need them before you unlock all
your Artifact weapons classes at level 102.Once you complete the Artifact questline and get that weapon, you can't destroy it or supplier it. This way you'll have a busy slot bag for the extra Artifact weapons you get. The default user interface has no way of seeing how much someone has developed their Artifact (e.g. the number of features, etc.) other than
the level of their weapon. That being said, third-party sites like WoW Progress can track the number of unlocked features and Artifact Power.The plan is to allow these models to be used after the Legion (in the next expansion). It's still something they're working on and there will be more information. This includes new variations of the shape of the druid cat
and the shape of the bear. (Source: Legion Developer - A, Video Text Summary) The current plan is to allow all artifacts of the performances to be unlocked after the Legion (except for the challenging Watch Mag Tower Challenge Appearance, both of which will be unavailable after the Legion). This includes the war-torn (Prestige) appearance and all the
shades that will get after the Legion, although the way in which they are earned may change. In addition, the different shades for the sophisticated Look Mage Tower Challenge Appearance will be unlocked after the Legion, as long as you unlocked the look of the base before the Legion is over. (Source: Legion Patch 7.3 - A with Ion Hazzikostas, Video, Text
Summary; Blue Post, October 11, 2017) They're done with that. The last set was made at 7.2, and it's time to take your food artifact to the Legion in 7.3. (Source: Legion Patch 7.3 - A with Ion Hazzikostas, Video, Text Summary) Artifacts and Artifact Effects will be included in all PvP situations, including instances and PvP rated. Legionfall proc is is active in
PvP, but reduced by 50%. In addition, only the tier 1 Netherlight Crucible effect - increasing the item level - will be active in the PvP. Tier 2 and Tier 3 features will not be active. Legion PvP Preview (Source) In the Legion, once you zone in a pvP instance, the stats on your equipment will be voided and you will be given a predetermined set of statistics that is
uniquely configured for your specialty. In addition, any set of bonuses, enchants, legendary bonuses, or bauble effects will be disabled (although your artifact and associated Artifact Powers will remain active). The method of obtaining your hidden kind of Artifact Weapon varies dramatically from weapon to weapon. This can include being sold by a vendor,
dropped by the boss, rewarded from the questline, plundered from the chest, and more! There are some hidden appearances for which the acquisition is still unknown. The Artifact Appearances section above describes many of the methods of getting hidden skin - just scroll to the bottom of the look chart for this specification. You need to have your hidden
skin active and selected on your Artifact Forge to earn credit for alternative shades. That being said, you can transmog over hidden skin and still earn credit for shades! Thanks to Perculia for her help - this guide was based on the original she worked hard to do! To be done! ret paladin hidden artifact weapon guide. paladin artifact weapon quest guide
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